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Violence hits home
violence is going to increase."
April
Ezell,
freshman
from
Hopkinsville, also said she was shocked
by the recent violence. She said the fault
lies with the fact that many more people
are carrying guns.
"It's going to keep on increasing, but I
won't
carry a gun/' she said. "I do carry a
It started last week in Paducah when
Commuter student
can of mace."
16-year-old Shane Pearson was kidSome students said they never believed
napped and murdered. That act was folwith the murders.
this type of violence would reach the
lowed by the kidnapping and shooting of
Big city violence is becoming a small smaller cities.
Matthew Fiorentini. In connection to
town reality. What does this mean to stuthese crimes, five teenage boys, ages 14"You only hear of this kind of violence
dents at Murray State?
17, have been arrested and charged with
"'t's got to be surprising, but not shock- in the big cities," said Raco Holloway,
kidnapping, theft and first-degree muring," said Shannon Mungle, senior from senior from Hickman.
der.
Halloway said she used to drive with
Paducah. "For some reason violence
Over the weekend, four employees at a
her car doors unlocked, but is now taking
seems to be picking up."
Clarksville, Tenn., Taco Bell were brutalMungle bliuned the increase in violence extra precautions to protect herself.
ly murdered during a robbery. A partHolloway said the key to ending the
on deteriorating family values.
time employee who had worked there
-rhere are no family values anymore," violence can be found in the home.
only 10 days was arrested and charged
he said. "And since Paducah is growing,
See VJOLENCE/20
BY jENNY WOHlLEB

''Nothing is shocking anymore.
Today, somebody gets their heads
Students at Murray State University cut off or their brains blown out
are worried, but not surprised by the vioand we think its funny. "
lent crimes that have been occurring in
the area
Amy Morefield
EDITOR·IN-CHIEf
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Budget

agenda

Regents to meet this weekend

SGA Dleets
Discuss proposals to be in
front .o f Board of Regents
BY KELLY MENSER
NEWS EDITOR

Despite a large number of
absentees, the Student Senate
was very busy at its meeting
Wednesday as it considered a
Faculty Senate resolution and
four proposals that will go
before the Board of Regents
Saturday.
The Senate supported establishing a polytechnic institution, freezing housing increases for returning residents,
increasing application fees,
and providing a housing dis-

count to full-time employees'
dependents.
Senators disagreed on a proposal to increase housing and
food service fees. No formal
vote was taken on the isspe.
Senators present at the
meeting voted unanimously to
accept a resolution supporting
Murray State University's •
claim •as the sole provider of
upper-division and graduate
education for all the citizens of
West Kentucky."
Student Government
See SGA/20

-

BY jENNY WOHLlEB
EDITOR·IN· CHI£f

The budget will be the hot
topic when the Board of
Regents meets this weekend,
according to President Ronald
J.Kurth.
In his budget proposal, Gov.
Brereton Jones recommended
a 2 percent increase in funding
for higher education next year
and a 3 percent increase during the 1995-96 school year.
"'This is a big disappointment," Kurth said. "I don't
understand the decision proC('SS behind it."
The increase is less than
what universities had been
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Heather B~ley/Graphics Editor

Winter
set to
linger
BY jENNIFER STEWART
AssiSTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Phil saw his shadow.
In Punxsutawney, Penn.,
Feb. 2 is the date when
Phil, the
town
groundhog,
alerts
townspeople
of either the
Phil
oomingof
G~u~h~
spring or more winter.
This year, like last, he
saw his shadow, which forecasts six more weeks of
winter. Sorry!
This tradition of observing Phil's shadow has been
recorded for 107years.

Alpha Sigma
Phi joins IFC
Southeast; Harris said, "so we
BY ALLISON MilLIKAN
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR
targeted the entire southeast
region and looked for good sysMen seeking brotherhood at tems that were strong and staMurray State University now ble."
have another choice.
He said it was important to
Alpha Sigma Phi social fra- the national chapter that the
ternity was unanimously universities they selected were
accepted
into
the in good academic standing.
Interfraternity Council Jan. 31
Harris said the national
after working several months chapter sent delegates to MSU
to establi.sh a chapter here.
to interview faculty, staff,
Todd Harris, national direc- administrators and members
tor of expansion for Alpha of sororities to gather lists of
Sigma Phi, said six universi- possible fraternity members.
ties including Murray State Interviews were conducted at
were chosen from a field of that point and currently there
approximately 300 other uni- are 37 active members.
versities to start an Alpha
Jason Barnett, vice president
Sigma Phi chapter.
of the new chapter, said their
"Alpha Sigma Phi does not
have many chapters in the
See FRATERNITY/19

COLLEGE LIFE

NEWS
A fire started in
the equestrian barn,
destroying the adjoining one bedroom
a~artment.

The fire began
because of a
faulty wall
heater.

6

Cultural diversity
is something Murray
State University
strives for.
February is
Black Herttage/
History month. Read
how MSU
celebrates.

11

Jud Cook/ Photo Editor

ORDER IN THE
COURT
High school students participate in the region I DECA
career development conference held at Murray State
University Wednesday.
DECA, an association for
marketing students. prepares students to enter the
fields of marketing and
management.
Top, a group of high school
students walk through the
Pedestrian Mall on their
way from one work shop to
another.
Right, Ryan Black, right,
conducts one a campaign
session with Kenny Brogie,
far right. Both students are
from Ohio County High
School.
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Seven scholarships
Seven scholarships, $200 each, will be awarded at the the
annual Celebrate Women Conference, March 1. The scholarships
will be awarded by Student Affairs and the MSU Foundation.
Deadline is F eb. 11. Those interested should contact Carmen
Garland in the scholarship office of Ordway Hall.

Disney break

'

College students will get special savings over spring break this
year at several Disney attractions. For $25 (plus tax), students
can enjoy a day at Epcot Center, the Magic Kingdom or DisneyMGM Studios. For an additional $5, a whole night at Pleasure
Island will be included.
This offer is good Feb. 15 - Mar. 25 for students with a valid
college I .D.

Outstanding women
Sponsors of a n ational leadership conference to be held in
Washington, D.C., are seeking outstanding Murray State
Univer sity women to participate in the 1994 Women As Leaders
program. The two-week conference is scheduled for May 16-28.
Women students may call (800} 486-8921 for information on
availability of applications. Applications also are available in the
Mainframe departments of Sears r etail stores. Deadline for
submitting applications is Feb . 15.

Jane Addams Fellowships
The Indiana University Center on Philanthropy is seeking
student applicants for ita Jane Addams Fellowships in
Philanthropy program. The fellowship program awards each
fellow $15,000 for the year and 12 credits toward a graduate
degree.
· Candidates must be recent graduates with a bachelors degree
'(including seniors anticipating graduation}. Candidates must
show demonstrated leadership poten tial and a special interest in
some aspect of community service.
The application deadline for the fellowship is Feb. 15. Contact
the Indiana University Center on Philanthropy at (317} 2744200.

,·

.,.
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

Spr ing r eading pr ogram

NEWS BRIEFS

!heMurrayStateNews

The .deadline for applying to the spring reading program will
be Feb. 7. This program is offered for children in grades one
through six by Murray State University's department of
elementary and secondary education.
Beginning Feb. 14, the sessions will continue on Mondays and
Wednesdays through April27 from 3:30 to 4:20p.m. in Murray
State's Special Education BUilding.
The program, which cost $90, is designed to assist children
who are experiencing difficulty in learning to read or who simply
wish to enhance existing reading skills. To apply, call 762-2446.

Hydro Power Contest

Friday, Feb. 4
• Show - Sports and Recreation Show; FridaY through Sunday at Southern
Illinois Arena in Carbondale. Call (618) 453-1341 for more information.

Saturday, Feb. 5
• Basketball doubleheader- Eastern Kentleky at Murray State University.
Opening game featuring lady Racers at 5:3D p.m., followed by the Racers
at 7:45p.m.
• Farm sale - AGR fraternity will sponsor a eed fann implement
consignment auction at the West Kentucky Exposition Center. For
Information call 759-9011 .

Monday, Feb. 7

College and university students, as well as other interested
individuals, are invited to enter the 1994 Hydro Power Contest,
Aug. 16 -19.
To participate in the competition, contestants are required to
construct a device that converts the gravity potential of water
into mechanical power. Competitors can either design a device
producing maximum power or maximum efficiency.
Winners in each of six categories will win cash plus a HewlettPackard scientific calculator and other prizes. Top winners in the
two student divisions will also be eligible for scholarship funds.
For information call Laura Noggle at (816) 931-1311.

Rehabilitation speech
Judy Neumann, United States assistant secretary of Special
Education and Rehabilitative Services, will be the featured
speaker at a conference on funding assistive technology in
Kentucky Feb. 15-16. The event, entitled Don't Pass the Buck:
Advocating for Assistive Technology, will be held at the Airport
Holiday Inn in Erlanger.
A reception on Feb. 15 will feature two entertainers. Johnny
Wilder is a singer who provides his own accompaniment with a
synthesizer and a specially-adapted Macintosh computer. Wilder
controls his computer with a sip-and-puff device. Kathy Buckley
is a comedienne who has appeared on The Tonight Show. She
features assistive technology prominently in her comedy
routines.
For more information or to receive a registration form, call the
KATS Network Coordinating Center at 1-80-327·5287.

· Summer Job Fair -The Summer Job Fair will be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the Currls Center Ballroom. This fair will giw students the opportunity to
make contact with summer camp recruiters t>r Jobs and Internships. For
Information call 762-3735.
• Basketball doubleheader- Morehead stale at Murray State Universl~.
Opening game featuring lady Racers at 5:30p.m., followed by the Racers
at 7:45p.m. In Racer Arena.
• Rush- Fraternity rush week begins.

Tuesday,Feb. B
• Recital -Trombone recital at 8 p.m. In Farrell Recl1al Hall of the Price
Doyle Ane Arts Center.
• Movie • S/eep/988 in Seattle, 9:30 p.m. In Curris Center Theater.

~edne sday,Feb . 9
• Folk music -Costa Rican folk music at 7:30p.m. In the Johnson Theater.
Eight students from the Technological Institute of Costa Rica will perform
the folk music of their country on traditional nstruments. For information
call 762-3052.
• Exhibit· Baccalaureate exhibit In the Eagle Gallery. Feb. 9 - Feb. 20. For
Information call 762-3052.
• Movie - SIHpless In S6attle, 7 and 9:30 p.m. In the CuiTis Center
Theater.
'

Thursday, Feb. 10
•Meeting - A.AJN.A. MUntverslty Group" Alcohol and Narcotics Abuse
Support Organization meets every Thursday at 6:30p.m. in the Curris

Center Mississippi Room.
• Magicians -7:30p.m. In the Stables restaurant. Admission Is free.
• Video conference - 11 a.m. unttl 3 p.m. In Freed M. Curd Auditorium.
Cost Is $90. The conference, 1994 Update: Implementing the Clean Air Act.
Is sponsored by the American Bar Association. For more Information call
762-2160.

Congratulations
to

Tina Marie Maderos
on your performance as

"Tiffany Kincade"
in

CAMPUS LIGHTS

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Positions Open
Applications due for :

FRESHMAN SENATOR

and
SENATOR FOR COLLEGE OF
HUMANISTIC STUDIES
*Interviews will b e h eld Feb. 9 at 5 p.m .
*Applications will b e accepted until Noon, Feb. 8.
*For m ore in formation, call 762-695 1.

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071·3303

READER INFORMATION
News....................................762-4468
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This newspaper is a member of
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Thl Murray SrJtt News is distributed
free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on umpus:
CUrris Center, Winslow t.lfeteria, Wells
Han, Sparks Hall, Wilson Han, Business
Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science,
Fine Ar1s, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plan~
Mason Han, Waterfield UbfiiY, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.

Friends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray SrJtt News by cootacting Dr.
Ann Landini at 762-4479 or Orville
Herndon at 762-4491 . A one year
subscription is $10 payable an advance.

II.Jifjga~j}.
This newspaper is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray Ledger & Times,
1001 WhitneU Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071
Photolithography work appearing in
The Murray Stite News is produced by
lilaMcCuiston at Murray State
University's Printing Services

with a little magic

Feb. 10 at 7:30p.m.
in the Stables
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NEWS

KIIS gears up for summer, fall programs
Bv jANICE M.

languages, said the word
spread quickly about the
original Bregenz program.
"By the second year, it was
already popular," Grimes said.
"A colleague of mine from
Western Kentucky University
wanted to become a part of it
as well."
The next year, Grimes and
his WKU colleague sent 30
atudenta to study in Bregenz.
This agreement between the
universities began the large
consortium KIIS has now.
While Grimes was making
his first two trips to Bregenz,
two of his MSU colleagues
were busy developing the
second and tbiid programs for
what was th~n known as KIES.
Suzanne Keeslar, assistant
professor of French, was
largely responsible for the
development of the fll'st KITS
program in France. Keeslar
has continued to be an active
participant in the program
since 1977.
John Ferguson, professor of
Spanish, did the preliminary
work for the next KIIS

fULPS

AsSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Nineteen years ago, a class of
seven enthusiastic German
students and a motivated
professor decided they would
like to try a different
environment
for
their
"Advanced
German
Conversation
and
Composition" course.
They did nat switch rooms or
buildings. Instead, they moved
their class to ... Bregenz,
Austria. From this was born
the Kentucky Institute for
European Studies.
Now known as the Kentucky
Institute for International
Studies, the program is one of
the largest and longestrunning
study
abroad
programs in the United States.
It consists of 10 universities
offering seven programs in
seven countries. The aforementioned
"motivated
professor," J . Milton Grimes, is
the program's executive
director.
Grimes, also chairman of the
department . of
foreign

Grimes said that about 70
percent of the students who
participate annually in the
seven KIIS programs come
from those schools while the
remaining 30 percent come
from practically every state in
the U.S., including schools as
' prestigious as Cornell and
Harvard.
With its headquarters and
executive director at MSU, the
KIIS program receives strong
involvement from MSU
students and faculty. Grimes
said MSU sends an average of
30 students on the summer
programs annually.
Michelle Stinnett/Staff

Hike Williams, sophomore from Salem, 111., lmows the time to
investigate studying abroad is now. As deadlines for applications
approach, students should consult the respective international
study programs in which they are interested.

consortium include Eastern,
program, which was in Spain.
"Over the years, this Northern and
Western
cooperative effort among Kentucky universities, the
Kentucky institutions to offer University of Kentucky,
summer programs has grown Transylvania University,
Bellannine College and Berea
steadily," Grimes said.
Other schools in the KUS College.

KEEP ~E SPIRITS HIGH,

RUSHEES!
...

..~

.,

~

-~:...... .-:~..

You ALL ARE

'

.

Elizabeth Henninger, senior
Keeslar said teaching French
from Murray, participated in in the native country has
the Spain program during the advantages. She said instead of
summer of 1993.
using videos and creating
"Instead of just reading and artificial French environments
learning the Spanish culture - as is necessary to do here
from a textbook, I heard, saw, when teaching- in France,
smelled and tasted it, .. she there are more chances for
said.
hands-on learning experiences.
Henninger said she would
"There it's all around us, we
recommend a trip abroad to simply have to plug into it,,.
non-foreign language majors Keeslar said.
too.
If interested in the 1994 KIIS
This summer, seven of the programs, call 762-3091.

August Moon

Advertise

Chinese Restaurant

your

Get a free egg roll or bowl of
soup with any Dinner entree.

::::

;~·

:•

200 KIIS faculty members will
represent Murray State.
They are: J. Milton Grimes,
chair of foreign languages,
Bregenz, Austria; Vernon
Gantt, professor of speech and
theater, Bregenz, Austria; Dr.
Teryl Walters, chair of home
economics, Bregenz, Austril\;
C. Michael Waag, associate
professor of Spanish, Mexico;
Susan Dixon, assistant
professor of art, Italy ; David
Earnest, assistant dean for tb,e
College of Humanistic Studies,
Spain; and Suzanne M .
Keeslar, assistant professor of
French, France.

T
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Back MSU
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Valentine's Day
Specials

LUNCH: Daily 11 a.m. - 2:30 p .m.
DINNER: Sun - Thur 4:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Fii - Sat 4:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Qosed Sunday nights only

>'

506 N. 12th Street
Olympic Plaza
759-4653

Expires Feb 25
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Director says
thanks for
snow removal

IN OUR OPINION

Po lytechnic school
offers chance for
•
cooperation

To the editor;
I am writing this to say
thank you to the good folb at
Muray State University's
phyaical plant for their hard
work to make this a safe place
for ua to come to work to after
the mow and ice storm
My office administered
several tests Jan. 18, the
Tuesday after the storm. The
snow removal and clearing
that had taken place in the
parking lots and along the
streets and sidewalks on
campus really reduced the
inconvenience and outrigh t
risk. our clients and st8.tr faced.
Again, thanks to those who
put into place a p)an that
worked and the hard workers
who carried it out.
Bill Allbritten, director
Coun.eeling and Testing
Center

•

Colleges and universities exist for one primary
reason: to educate the students who pass through
their ivy-shrouded halls. Without students, these
isolated communities of academic fellowship
would not- could not - survive.
Unfortunately, this elemental truth often seems
to be lost amid the political scuftling that occurs ·
when college administrators vie for ever larger
pieces of the educational pie cooked up by
politicians.
That is the case with the proposed polytechnic
school at Paducah Community College.
At a time when students have been asked to pay
more for their college tuition and to accept less
for it as "redundant" degree programs are
eliminated, $5.million in state funds can be found
to finance a new four-year institute at PCC.
No doubt the polytechnic institute would be a
boon to Paducah, and located at PCC, it would be
closer to the industries that employ potential
students. But Murray State can offer faculty and
resources that would add credibility to the degree
polytech students will spend four hard years
earning.
Never before bas there been a better
opportunity for cooperation among Kentucky
institutions of higher education.
Rather than squabbling over who will get the
most money for new facilities from the General
Assembly, we urge college administrators to use
what they have to deliver the best possible
education to the students who keep them in a job.

'

J

,..

'

NCAA decision serves
students, not pro teams
We are pleased that one lumbering behemoth of
bureaucratic collegiate regulation has seen fit to
pass a rule that will benefit the students it
serves.
The hardship draft has coaxed many star-struck
student athletes to try for the glamour and
money of professional sports before they were
ready and, much more importantly, before they
graduated.
The NCAA's decision to allow them to return
under scholarship will give them a second chance
to earn their degrees.

The NEWS

Murray
State
1

111 WJ.lson Hall
2609 University Station

Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3303
I

News redesign

teaches staff
value of trial
and error
Okay, let's try this again.
For the second week in a row,
it is the new and improved
Murray State News. Or, as we
like to call it around the
newaroom, the re-redesigned
newspaper.
wouldn't have much of a
Last week's paper was a
chance defending myself prototype. We found out the
against a larger, stronger hard way that things can look
individual.
,1 great. on thercomputer ICreen
I live oft" cam pia' and 'hive to. ,bi;a do DGb:'D8CeUarily look so
walk everywhere. Everyday, I • great in print.
"
feel aa though I am risking life
r So, we decided to try it
and limb just leaving the again.
house.
Hopefully it will be m ore
But buying a gun has never successful this week. Some of
crossed my .m ind, not once.
our ideas did work wh ile
I am one of those die-hards otll.s just fell .flat.
who believes guns belong
The most radical change
within the armed services and from last week is the
in the hands of law- nameplate.
enforcement officers, not
It is a more traditional
private citizens.
desien, similar to one we had
This sounds extreme, but for JO years before the paper
maybe it's time for someone changed from tabloid size to
to take some extreme actions. broadsheet.
That seems to be the only way
The inside section headings
our country will get this have also been changed to be
problem under control
coJllistent with the front-page
Guns
are · dangerous, nameplate.
especially in the home. This
The bottom boxes are also
area has seen enough different, again, also changed
senseless 'violence; do not to be consistent with the look
make it worse. Yes, take every of the nameplate.
precaution to protect yourself,
That is the n ame of the
but don't buy a gun.
game, consistency. We hope
If this continues, someone this will be the last week to
you love could be the next one make adjustments and work
shot because some gun-toting out the bugs.
paranoid is ready to shoot first
Let us know what you think
and ask questions later in the of our new look.
name of self-defense.
As always, we welcom e
As for me, I'll take my comments and letters to the
chances with my can of mace editor about any subject, even
and my rape whistle.
our mistakes.

Guns Do answer for violence
Everytime I
read · a
newspaper or watch the news
these days I ask myself what is
happening to this world. All I
can do is shake my head and
hope
the
things
I
see
In
on television
My
and in the
O pini9n . papers do not
happen to me
or anyone I
love.
Sadly,
the wave of
violence
spreading
across the
country,
especially
Editorcrimes
in-Chief
committed by
children, has
reached our little part of the
world.
Last week, we experienced
two brutal acts of violence. A
16-year-old Paducah boy was
shot to death, allegedly by five
teenagers who Cftljacked him.
These same youths allegedly
wounded another boy the same
night. The suspects are 14 to
16 years old.
Then, late Saturday night,
four Taco Bell employees in
Clarksville, Tenn., were
murdered during a robbery.
Two of the murders police

described as •execution style."
People are in a panic over
these acts, and rightly so.
What scares me more than
these shootings, though, is
that people are buying guns in
a knee-jerk reaction to it.
rve heard all the ~ents
for owning a gun. People say
as an American it is your right
to arm yourself. You say that
you do .n ot plan on using it, but
it just makes you feel better
having it in the house.
Hello! Would someone please
explain the logic behind this
type of reasoning? Guns are
not the answer.
I've read enough stories
about children who find guns
in
their
homes
and
accidentally shoot or kill
themselves and others.
When I first came to Murray
State, my parents had
concerns about my safety on
campus. I hastily assured
them what a nice town Murray
is and how safe I always feel
walking on campus and off.
Now, two-and-a-half years
later, I would like to rescind
that statement. It is not
Murray that has changed, but
the world.
.
I have more reason than
anyone to be frightened into
buying a gun.
I am female and small and

JenniferWohlleb
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"Well, I have a baby, so for me
it's juggling family responsibility and school work."

"Graduation. Making sure
everything is going to work
out the way you planned."

"Tuition. It's hard to get
financial aid. A lot of people
struggle."

"Budgeting. Students will
spend $100 on booze, then fuu
when tuition goes up $60."
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Facing the Bate
New films one small step for man, one giant leap for Hollywood
by

KRIS LAWRENCE

'List', 'Philadelphia' confront issues
1

h
~

Films tackle the issue of hate, b ut .do audiences seem. to be getting the point

Schindler's List is not an
entertaining movie. It's not a
~ pretty movie either. It is, however, perhaps the most important movie you will never want
to see. And director Steven
Spielberg wouldn't have it any
other way.
For the second time in 1993,
' Spielberg resurrected horrific
8
monsters from the past to terterrify audiences and delight
"'' critics. As subtle as Jurauic
Park was overstated, every bit
'l•
.
as real as Juraas&c Parle was
fantasy, List explores a new
type of monster: bate.
Taking a break from the teen
comedies of the eighties and
the erotic thrillers of the
nineties, Hollywood now eeems
to be leaning toward pro-social
projects. Two of these movies
recently appearing in theaters,
List and Jonathan Demme's
Philadelphia, both tackle the
subject of bate, albeit in drastically different ways.

member of the Nazi party who
single-handedly saved between
1,110 and 1,300 Jews from
death catnps, the film is not a
sermon.
Much of the reverence and
piousness that was bestowed
upon Schindler in Keneally's
book wer e downplayed in the
film version. The result is the
story of an ordinary man with
ordinary faults who led a normal life, with the exception of
the years between 1939 and
1945. Between those years,
however, Schindkr's List manages to show the extent to
which the man became a legend.
Schindler was the proprietor
of an enamelware factory, created with money from Jewish
investors, which produced pots,
pana and field ration kits for
the German A:im.y. Creating
jobs for as many Jews as he
could, Schindler bribed Nazi
officers to let him "employ
them." Schindler then spent
the rest of his savings to keep
them out of the camps.
Spielberg blatantly removed
anything from the film that
reeked of Hollywood or reminded him of anything he bad seen
in other movies. In doing so, he
created a film more convincing
than some newsreels.

still can't even be seen in most
areas of the country.

The 'Ph ilad elphia'
story

TriStar Pictures

Tom Hanks lost 30 pounds and mort of his hair during the filmIng of Pltllodelpltia in order to simulate the physical deterioration
that accompanies AIDS.

strange phenomenon. Contrary
to what one might think, at
least as far as the unscientific
research I conducted goes,
apparently the further one is
removed from the Holocaust or
Judaism in general, the
'Schindler's' secrets
greater effect the film has on
them.
t:
Schindkr's List, shot almost
Gentiles I know with no
exclusively in black-and-white,
Jewish ties are the group I
· is purposely one of the least
found to be affected the most
1 glamorous films to come out of
by the film. The film's effect
< Hollywood in years. In abanseems to lessen as one's age
doning everything from fancy
and J ewishness increases. I
camera angles to big-name
don't really understand this
stars, Spielberg's decision•
except that perhaps the older
' lead to a movie that appears so
real it cannot help but be • R e a ction • Few in the Jews had heard or even lived
capacity crowd I saw more powerful stories than the
believed.
Based on Thomas Kenealy's Schindler's List with were not one presented on screen.
The one exception to this theaccount of Oskar Schindler, the moved to tears ... repeatedly.
ory
is the much-publicized
... German industrialist and However, I have noticed a

class in Oakland that was
accused of laughing during
some of the execution scenes.
Who knows? There are some
stupid people everywhere.

The movie Philadelphia cannot seem to be talked about
without the words "AIDS
drama" or "fll'st mainstream
film about gays and AIDS"
being mentioned in the same
breath. It is being slammed by
critics and members of the gay
community alike because 'it
"isn't gay enough." It is also
seen as the model by which the
fate of future gay or AIDSthemed projects are determined. This is unfair baggage
for any movie.
Philadelphia is not a •gay
movie" and it isn't an •AIDS
movie". In reality, it is a classic
courtroom drama, in which the
plaintiff happens to be gay and
happens to have AIDS. While
much of the film focuses on the
unjust way in which Tom
Hanks' character of Andrew
Beckett, a lawyer fll'ed from
his firm because he contracted
the disease, is treated, according to its producers, the film
was not intended as the endall, be-all textbook study of
homosexuality.

• Analysis • Spielberg, who
made this movie to educate the
masses, those with no real
knowledge of the Holocaust,
has succeeded better than he
could have ever imagined. Not
only are 'peOple being moved by
the film's message, they are
absorbing the general feeling of • Reaction • I don't think
goodness that surrounds the Philadelphia is having the
film.
same impact on audiences as
Audiences must be drawn to Schindler's List for several reathe film's message as sons. In the film, Denzel
Schindler's List has grossed Washington's character is
over $20 million, although it intended to embody all the

"typical" fears and prejudices
against AIDS and homosexuals. I can't really say the film is
educating people when audiences are laughing in agreement with his anti-gay diatribes and "'howe it work" jokes
about gay sex.
Part of the message of underetanding also seems to be lost
on Hanks. He constantly distances himself from the role,
always reminding interviewers
and audiences that he is not a
gay man, although he plays
one an the screen.
FiDally, it was also interesting ~eeing, in an audience that
knew the movie contained gay
theaes and was apparently
interested in seeing them, the
number of "heterosexual male
aeate," the single seat kept
between each person when two
or more guya are in public. In
one instance, a group stretched
acroes an entire aisle, to the
exteat that relaying their critiques of scenes was more of an
undertaking than the Pony
Express.
• Aaa lysia • In one review,
the Knight-Ridder newspaper
chain, in its syndicated review,
listed homosexuality in the
same classification as adult
language and adult situations
when warning parents about
what was objectionable in the
film. t\pparently the film's
me.age, that all men are createcl equal, hasn't quitP.
reached everyone .

1

' Holocaust film intimidating
enough to make
.
.
even 'Cabin BOy' seem like appealing choice
Late in the evening on New
Year's Day, while most of
south Florida wu huddled
around their televisions,
watching their Florida State
Seminoles trail Nebraska late
in the Orange Bowl and thinkl ing life could not get much
worse, I made the trek to
Plantation, Fla., a suburb of
.. Ft. Lauderdale, and learned
just how
much worse
life could get.
Standing
in line to aee
Schindler's
List, for
those who
can get tickets, is much
lib the
ascent of a
roller coaster. It is a
slow, arduLAWRENCE
ous process,
Copy
complete
Editor
with anxiety
and a general uneasy feeling. Despite the
lack of comfort of the moment,
it is something to cling to, for
you know it will be the most
peaceful moment of the next
three-and-a-balfhours.
The theater, one of only four
in the lower half of the state to
show the film at the time,
became a media circus.
Virtually every newspaper and
radio station in the eurrounding area bad come at one time
or another to gauge the viewers' reactioi18, for the region, as
several comedians and elderly

residents put it, is where old
Jews go to die. The theater was
also being used as a means of
protest, with groups urging
that everything from the atrocitiea in Bosnia to the wearing
of fur be abolished. With the
surrounding atmosphere and
waits approaching two hours,
the wait was agonizing.
In the restroom, just before
the film's start, grown men
who came without handkerchiefs were stealing toilet
paper in droves. They weren't
just removing a few sheets or
even a handful, they were
helpi:n,g themselves to the
entire roll. Not even the large,
industrial-strength, size of a
steel-belted radial tire size
rolls were safe.
At that moment, I almost
went to another theater. You'd
be surprised to learn just how
appealing Chris Elliott's Cabin
Boy becomes when faced with
an emotional behemoth such as German industrialist Oskar Schindler welcomes some of the l, I 0 0 to I ,300 Jews he saved during
this.
the war to his new factory in Schindler's Ust. Schindler's story was helped t o the l>lg screen by
Once the first flickering
Poldek Pfefferberg, one of the Schlndlerjuden, or Schindler's Jews. Pfefferberg t old Schindler's story
to author Thomas Keneally while he was shopping in Pfefferberg's Beverly Hills luggage store.
image of a candle appeared on
the screen, no one stirred and
not a word was spoken, and
watch. The viewing becomes
their parents. The children are great date movie, but it should
rightfully so. Schindler's List is even more difficult when the
oblivious to the fact. that they
be. W etching the horrors of the
quite possibly the most powerfruits of the children's ingenuare being driven to their ultiHolocaust unfold on the screen
ful movie ever made. It is the
ity lead to their immediate exe- mate death at Auschwitz.
was one of the worst experiemotional equivalent of paying cution.
While those are being rounded ences of my life. But as I sat
$7.50 to be hit in the stomach
up, we witness a few children
there, a Gentile of German
In one devastating series of
every five minutes with a
running
for
their
essentially
descent, feeling the weight of
scenes, still more children,
sledge hammer.
lives
and
searching
for
hiding
50
years of collective Aryan
these inside the Plaszow forced
places,
the
safest
of
which
hapguilt,
I put my arm around my
Scenes of children tied to the labor camp, are herded onto
to
be
neck
deep
in
feces
at
pens
Jewish
girlfriend and for tha
undersides of their beds or hid- trucks under the guise of salthe
bottom
of
a
group
of
first
time
truly understood the
ing inside pianos~ to
vation. The children laugh.
latrines.
horrors
of
hate.
avoid the Aktion, the brutal,
sing and wave to their parents
often deadly emptying of the
as they are driven out of the
Be forewarned, Schindler's
And somewhere, Oskar
Jewish ghettos, are hard to
camp, much to the horror of
List is by far no one's idea of a
Schindler smiled.

Films cari
':,edut:ate;:f
entertai-n
· •A 'spoonful of sugar
help& the medicine -go
down."
In borrowing this
phrase
from Mary
Poppins, Helen Roulston
sums up the approach
Hollywood has taken with
two of ita new "'message
movies."
Rouli!ton, who teaches
the~ c#th& Cinema
Murray . StAt~
University, said movies
should have a measage. --(

at

~tertainment

witlfuu.f';' ;:

·; a me~aage c:.n be pr~tty:' _
dull,• ~ said. ~and vice :
-

It

,

ve~a.

She said movie• sUch-as
Schindler'• Lid and

are

Phi/4delphia
impor~ .
tant because they expose
audiences to a variety of
people.

-

•This is especially
important in Kentucky:
abe said.
Roulston
said
Phila&lphia is esPecially
good because people need
to see that gaya and AIDS
victims ar~ people tQo.
The compassion ~udi....
eneea feel toward Tom .
·:Hanks' character is
additional asset of the "·'
film:
· ,•Jt really· i~-port~t;'
for people to sympathi111e
with a character." she
aai4. "because sympathY,
aDd understandia• go
!Wld in hand."

.,an ;.

it
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Heater fire claims nearly all of student's property
BYjANICE M. FULPS
AsslSTANT NEWS EDITOR

During the cold season we read daily
about the destruction and, in some cases,
deaths caused by electric heaters.
This type of story hit close to home in
the wee hours of the morning of Jan. 18
for Murray State University student,
J ennifer Oliver.
Oliver, junior from Guston, was
awakened by her anxious cats around 3
a .m . that day. It was at this point that
Oliver, the student manager for the
equestrian barn on the west end of
campus, saw and smelled smoke in her
apartment.
Oliver first opened the front door of her
apartment to let some of the smoke out.
She said she tried to open five other big
doors of the barn, but they were frozen
shut because of the winter ice and snow.
Oliver then ran across the grounds to
the University Barn where she dialed 911

and her boss' home.
"1 told my boss, '1 only have my shirt
and shorts on. Bring clothes and get out
here fast'," she said.
As the fire rapidly spread, Oliver began
to try to get the horses out of t he stalls
which were adjoined to t h e one-room
apartment. Fourteen of the 29 horse stalls
were occupie d . Oliver, with aid from
firefighters and barn personnel, managed
to get six horses out of the barn. None of
the horses were injured in the blaze.
"The horses were all really calm, not like
what you would think," she said.
The first of emergency personnel t o
arrive on the scene was Martin Wells, a
Murray State Public Safety officer. Wells
was later treated at and released from
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
smoke inhalation.
Other respondents included the Murray
Fire Department, the Callowa y Fire
Rescue and the fire marshal.

Oliver said she was impressed by how
quickly the emergen cy personnel
responded to the blaze.
"'They were incredibly fast ... considering
the roads," she said.
The fir e waa contained to Oliver's
apartment. The cause of t h e fire was
determined to be an electric wall h eater on
the south wall of the apartment.
Oliver aaid she lost nearly everything in
the fire except aome photographs she had
taken while in Ireland last summer.
Oliver is now living in th e residence
halla and has h a d some items su ch as
books, a telephone and other essentials
donated to her.
She said the agriculture department has
been especially helpful.
-I've got a lot of thank-you notes to send
out," abe said.
Oliver said no estimate has been given
as to the total losses to the barn nor a
rebuilding date.

Melissa FarnullVStaff

The remains of student jennifer Oliver's apartment remind us of
t he d angers of e lectric wall heaten.
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Bulletin boards communicate and clutter
diredor, said resident advisers
take down during their roundS
fliers for events that have
In grade school, we cut out
passed or that are in poor
construction paper flowers and
taste.
hearts to help our teachers
Usually, students may find
decorate them.
club
meeting dates, credit card
In high school, we looked at
applications
and employment
them to see who was awarded
opportunities
posted on boards
"Student of the Week" or some
on
ctmpus.
The
department of
other really important title.
computer
science
· and
Now, we depend on them to
information
systems
uses
their
get a bargain buy on books and
sixth
floor
Business
Building
clutter our hallways and lobbies.
bulletin board to list faculty
Along with a mother's love and
members'
course offerings and
memories of days past, bulletin
office
hours.
'
boards seem to be in that
Some boards offer various
category of things that follow us
cateaories
for posters. On the
wherever we go.
r1rst
floor
of
Faculty Hall, for
Philip Mitchell, junior from
instance,
boards
are divided
Clarksville, Tenn., said he does
into such classifications as
not mind the seeming plethora
entedainment and Universityof information boards on
related activities.
campus.
"We've kind of given them
..1 look at them on a regular
guidelines,
but people follow
basis, just because there's a lot
them
only
if
they want," said
of stuff to do with languages,"
Lisa
Tinsley,
administrative
said Mitchell, a German major.
secretary
to
the
Dean of the
But Jim Baurer, director of the
John Stevens/Staff' College of Humanistic Studies.
Curris Center, said the boards
vr.hatever the category,
also often advertise several lessTrip
Dortch,
left,
senior
from
Paducah,
and
Philip
Mitchell,
junior
from
Clarksville,
Tenn.,
check
the
new
listings
after
class
on
the
students
can count on seeing a
than-meaningful activities for
bulletin
board
on
the
fourth
floor
of
Faculty
Hall.
Students
say they use the bulletin boards for various reasons.
new
flier
this semester. So
students.
says
Trip
Dortch,
senior from
"It doesn't usually include overt
"It seems like what I call junkit is not required to have a flier there's something of questionable
Paducah.
type mail' far exceeds the number of approved before hanging it on a taste, we will take it down.,.
solicitation,,. said David Blackburn,
Since he has responded to several
things pertinent to the education of Currie Center bulletin board.
Unlike Currie Center policy, assistant director of housing. "It must
Murray State University students,"
"We're about as flexible or as housing regulations require a be something useful to resident hall posted advertisements, Dortch said he
plans to use the marketing technique
Baurer said.
lenient as it gets unless it violates a postable to be approved by the hall students...
Cammie Maxwell, Hester Hall for his band, Mixed Jones.
One reason for this may be because University policy,.. Baurer said. "'f director.
BY KELLY MENSER

NEWS EDITOR
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3. Is the professor available for assistance outside
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4. What qualities do you feel this professor has that would
qualify him for this award for outstanding classroom
performance?
Student's

Stgnatuxe.________________________________________Dare.___________

Major________________________~-------------Phone._ _ __
RE1URN FORM TO SOA OFFICE BY NOON, FEB. 11

Funded By SGA
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A Rewarding
Summer Job
Experience

PLANT SALE

~...

Feb. 9- 10
8:30a.m. - 3 p.m.

Second Floor
Join the growing
ranks of businesses
who have turned
to advertising in

Sponsored by

MSU

Summer Job Fair

Horticulture Club

The Murray State
News. Every week
Murray State
students spend
$390,000. Over the
course of a
semester this
amounts to $6.2
million. Unlike
other local media
we reach 98 percent
of the students,
faculty and staff at
MSU. Don 1 t
overlook the
University market.
Advertise! You'll
be glad you did.

~en:~onday,Feb.

The Brothers of Si~ Chi would like to
wish everyone
luck with Rush.

-

Good luck to all fraternity and sorority rushees!---

7

Time: 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
What: Applications/Interviews

Sponsor: Placement Service
Department of H.P.E.R.
Information: 762-3735 or 762-6188

YMCA • Phys. Ed. • Waterfront • Business Adm.
Rehabilitation • Fine Arts • Social Work •
Boating • Equestrian
Special Ed. • 4-H Act. • E.M. T. I Nursing • Scouting
Church Groups • Sports •• Food Service
Murray Family YMCA
The National Boy Scout Museum
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McGee gets physical, slaps way to funny bones
those who perform on shows such as
Russell Simmons' Def Comedy Jam , still
degrade black people, McGee said.
•slack comedians often take on a
persona
when they are on stage that is
A native of Oakland, Calif., McGee first
sexist
and
puts down African-American
became interested in physical comedy
women,"
he
said. "We don't have to
when he was 15 years old and performed
necessari
ly
degrade
ourselves to be
as a hobby. Three years later, McGee
funny."
joined the Pickle Family Circus in San
Francisco as a clown. In college, McGee
McGee's on-stage persona is one of a
studied physical comedy and discovered friendly , all-around entertainer. He
that few black comedians could be seen as involves the audience in his act by
posititve intluences.
bringing m embers up on stage to
Most early black comedians performed participate in various comedic instances.
as minstrels in blackface that emphasized
Outrageous costumes and popular music
their lips and other physical
are
also welcome attractions in McGee's
characteristics, McGee said.
shows.
"Black minstrels had to get on stage and
make fun of their physical attributes," he
McGee has performed with stars such as
said. "They made a living by degrading Bobby McFerrin and Sammy Davis, Jr.,
themselves."
and has appeared on the Arsenio Hall
Many of today's black comedians, like Show. He is currently touring the country.

Comedian educates audiences on history
of African-American entertainment
BY DENISE MONTAGUE
STAFF WRITER

Physical comedian Derique McGee
brought his one-man show, The Mystique
of Deriq~, to the Curris Center Ballroom
Monday.
After a short lecture on the history of
black comedy and a brief demonstration of
hambone - rhythmic body music created
by slapping the legs and other body parts
- McGee performed his slapstick comedy
act.
McGee ended the show using his own
invention, Hamtech. A device connected to
a body suit that produces recorded sounds
when slapped, Hamtech allowed McGee to
play songs on his own body. Among the
songs performed by McGee was 'Tequila."

Michelle Stinnett/Staff
Nancy Reacan, rlcht, junior from Paris, Tenn., Joins comedian
Derique McGee on the stage during Monday night;s lecture.

"THE SLEEPER HIT
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Gantts form
upperclass
scholarship

POLICE BEAT
January 15
3:10p.m. - Michelle Passmore reported a hit-and-run accident.
No injuries were reported. The vehicle was parked.

STAFF REPORT

January 17
1:18 p.m. - Brandon Mitchell reported the theft of a cable box and
answering machine valued at $153 from Richmond Hall.
4:07p.m. - Steve Page reported the theft of an answering
machine valued at $100 from Richmond Hall.

Retired Murray State
University employee Wilson
Gantt and his wife, Virginia,
have established a scholarship
atMSU.

January 19
10:25 p .m. - Michelle Misrendino reported being harassed by
Matt Sullivan of Mayfield. Sullivan was found on campus at 11 :58
p.m. He was arrested on charges of carrying a ooncealed weapon
and for driving under the influence of aloohol. He was placed in the
Calloway District Jail. Additional charges are pending.

W'llson and Virginia Gantt,
both natives of Calloway
County, have long been
dedicated alumni of Murray
State.
He received a bachelor's
degree from MSU in 1941 and
a master's degree in education
in 1947. She attended MSU as
a member of the class of 1942.
Gantt spent 26 years of his
career at Murray State, first
as a teacher , then as director
of the Murray State Training
School, and finally as the
registrar and dean of
admissions. He retired in
1982.

January 21
3:25 p.m. - lanny Hinton reported the theft of approximately $25
in change from Franklin Hall.
January 26
3:22p.m.- Mark Galloway reported a theft from his vehicle :
4:08 p.m. - Kelly Elson reported that the side of her vehicle had
been keyed.
9:22 p.m. - Lori Thomas reported criminal mischief to her vehicle
while It was parked in the Currls Center parking lot.
January 27
12:02 p.m. -Jacob Womack reported a window was broken out of
his vehicle while It was parked by Franklin Hall.
7:54 p.m. - Mark Hagan received minor injuries when he rode his
bike Into a car. Hagan refused treatment.
8:05 p.m. - Kathy Story reported a window was broken out of her
vehicle while it was parked at Regents Hall.

Their ties to MSU have
remained strong, having two
sons who have graduated from
Murray State, Vernon Gantt,
class of 1966, and James
Gantt, class of 1971.
"Murray State University is
very, very important to our
family," Gantt said. "We want
to pay back in part for the
benefits we have received/'

January 28
3:57a.m.- Calloway District Jail reported that James lane had
been arrested on charges of driving under the influence of alcohol.
January 29
2:36 a.m. - Calloway District Jail reported that Jeremy Grogan
and John Park II had been arrested on charges of driving under the
influence.

Administered by the MSU
Foundation, the scholarship
will be awarded to upperclass
students.
Recipients must have a
grade-point average of at least
3.0. The minimum scholarship
will be $500 annually.

January 30
3:53 p.m. - Kelly Chinn left his vehicle running while he ran Into
Fast Track. While he was Inside, Chinn's vehicle jumped Into gear
and ran Into the steps at Fast Track causing $75 worth of damage.

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by Janice M.
Fulps, assistant news editor, from materials available to the public at
th9 Public Safety Office and Murray Pollee Department.
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Diver~ity
Woodson coined Black History Month

Celebrating

BY PAMELA

R. DIXON

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

February is usually a month
during which students'
thoughts turn to hearts,
valentines and love. For one
man, born Dec. 19, 1875, the
month became a symbol for
African-Americans
Carter Q. Woodson, later
known to many as the father of
black history, was born to
James Henry and Anne Eliza
Woodson in New Canton, Va.
Like many former slaves, the
Woodsons were poor and could
not afford an education for
their son. Woodson, however,
would not be denied an

education. Two of his uncles
helped him learn the alphabet
and arithmetic after working
in the fields during the day.
In 1892, at the age of 17, he
moved to Huntington, W. Va.,
to attend Douglass High
School for black students. To
finance
his
education,
Woodson worked in the coal
mines for a short time. He
earned a four-year college
degree in less than two years.
After graduating from
college, he returned to his high
school alma mater and became
the school's principal.
He also spent one year of
graduate study at the

University of Chicago and plan by asking four men to join
Harvard University where be him at the office of the director
received bachelors and masters of the Wabash Avenue YMCA
degrees.
in Chicago, ID.
At Harvard, Woodson
Woodson and four other men
became the second African- organized the Association for
American in history to receive the Study of Negro Life and
a doctorate degree in history. History.
In 1909, Woodson started a 10Woodson
defined
the
year period teaching in organization as "the collection
Washington, D.C.
of sociological and historical
Later, in 1916, Woodson data on the Negro, the study of
began research on a book people of African blood, the
about Negro history and publishing of books in the field
began to formulate his plan for and the promotion of harmony
orgamzmg
a
national between the races by
historical society for African- acquainting the one with the
Americans.
other."
Woodson began enacting his
Woodson believed in the

Literature course an
option for first time
BY ALLISON MILLIKAN
COllEGl LIFE EDITOR

To.~l~rate N,ational Black HistorY Month. the

Beverly Brown, one of eight Murray State
University students enrolled in Survey of
African American Literature this semester,
has been anticipating a course of this kind for
several years.
Brown, senior from Sikeston, Mo., has
attended several on-campus forums in the
past few years which addressed the need for
culturally diverse courses.
She is pleased with the availability of the
course, but said there is a need for more than
two or three courses like SuQ7ey in African
American Literature.
"Everyqn.e needs to know more about each
other," abe said, "courses like this are long
overdue.•

. ·tonowrng are'avauabki at w~tertiek:t ubf~r)t ·

The course is being offered for the first time
this semester through the English
department in an effort to expand cultural
diversity on Murray State University's

etac:l< Amerioa...· : , "' ·~,. . , ., ••} <
• tmainu Amlrl saraka, Bl~ ·Muslc b;:

campu~.

Karla Frye, assistant professor of English,
teaches the reading and writing course which
focuses on all genres of literature written by
African Americans.
"We are looking at the African American
literature tradition," Frye said, "from African
American's first arrival (in the United States)
to the present."
"I am excited about teaching (the class),"
Frye said. "I hope we can continue to offer
Introduction or Survey so we can establish
the class and give continuity to the
University
"
Ron Cella, chairman of the English
department, said the department will
determine whether to offer the course in the

• Civil Rights: Yesterday, today and
Tomorrow. • video recording
·
·: . ·:- _
t J· '>· ' ' _;:;:·: '
.: ·. >~.-' . - ,:-'C ~=~·· ' .
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•
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. ,

• Etnest
·
society Cashmore, Black sFx>rts~h•.;~nd·
.

• National Urban League. The State of
LeRoiJones
• Edward Mapp, Blacks in American films~
" t«fay and yesterday (1972)
, ;,. ·
.·:

Sot.Jrc»: MSU NEWS'RE~
NOLAN B. PATTON/Graphics Designer

future based on student reactions on end-ofsemester
course
evaluations.
Additionally, Anthony Cheeseboro,
assistant professor of history is teaching a
course on African history this semester.
Modern Africa, which focuses on
nationalism in Africa, is only offered every
third or fourth semester, James Hammack,
chairman of the history department said.
He said any student may take the course,
but it is primarily an option for students
majoring in history.

power of books and their
ability to educate AfricanAmericans about their history.
Woodson published the first
issue of the Journal of Negro
History in 1920. Two years
later he published The Negro
in Our History.
Woodson also organized the
Associated Negro Publishers to
circulate valuable books on
African-Americans that were
not accepted by publishers of
theixtime.
In
1946,
Woodson
established the event that
African-Americans recognize
as one of his major
accomplishments.

Recruitment striving to
increase black enrollment
Office recruits
primarily
in Kentucky
BY jENNIFER STEWART
AsSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Like any growing university
in the nation, Murray State
University has many tools for
recruiting new students.
One of these tools is the
Office of African-American
Recruitment and Retention.
"Our biggest focus is
Kentucky/ said Dori~J Clark,
coordinator of AfricanAmerican Recruitment and
Retention.
"We try to pull from our own
back yard," Clark said.
The office's prime means of
recruitment is setting up
booths at local career days and
meetings of African-American
churches and communities,
she said.
"We work with the National
Association
for
the
Advancement of Colored
People youth programs," Clark
said, "and we hold Honors
Day for high school students to
visit the University."
Clark said the University is .
making great strides in
recruiting African-Americans.
-rb.e overall effort is better,"
she said, "more so than in the
past."
She said recruiting AfricanAmericans needs to be a

Melissa Farnunv'Staff

Doris Clark, director of African-American Recruitment and
Retention, assists Tracey Terry, senior from Evansville, tnd.
campus-wide effort, rather activities to appeal to African
than the effort of one office.
Americans.
Murray State as a whole bas
She said the MSU is now
incorporated
minority adding more African-American
organizations into its campus classes curriculum as well.

Center provides educational, family atmosp.here
STAff REPORT

Murray State University's
Multicultural Center offers
students the opportunity to
gain knowledge about the
African-American culture, as
well as providing them with a
family atmosphere.
The center, wpich opened
approximately two years ago,
may still seem quite new to
some students as they discover
the many activities and
programs it offers.
Mike Young, assistant to the
associate vice-president of
Student Affairs, said the
purpose of the center is to
"provide an environment for
students to learn about other
cultures and promote the
contributions of the AfricanAmerican culture to the
American experience."
Young is currently serving as
director of the Center while a
search for a permanent
director is continuing.
Outlined in the center's
objectives are to "create a
sense of community among
black students, serve as a
resource of cultural material

--

leb. 7 began Negro History
Week, which in the 1960s was
expanded to Black History
Month.
Throughout his life. Woodson
was a hard worker and a man
wbo had dreams to fulfill for
himself and his people. He
wanted his people to
appreciate their heritage and
believe they had an important
place in history.
By establishing Black
History Month, be gave
African-Americans
an
opportunity to express thefr
feelings about themselves and
their culture.
•
·
He died in 1950 at age 74.

MeliSsa Farnum/Staff

Mike Young (foreground), Interim director of MurTay State's Multicultural Center, converses with
Donald Coo~ junior from Paducah.
and promote an appreciation Murray State students. Among informational bulletin boards.
and awareness of the unique the types of resources included
"My own personal hopes for
characteristics of diverse are books, magazines such as the Center is that the students
ethnic cultures through Black Collegian and Black will see this as an opportunity
programmatic efforts."
Enterprise, publications such to enhance their culture and
Young said the center has as Black Issues in Higher the contributions that Africannumerous resources to offer Education, history games and Americans have made,• he

said. '"I want the Center to act
as a vehicle for AfricanAmerican students to netw9rk
with each other and also
provide each other with a
support system," he said.
Aside from focusing on the
African heritage and the
individual contributions made
by those of African descent,
one of the main goals of the
Center is to name a facility
after a distinguished AfricanAmerican MSU alumnus,
Young said.
"The Center is also doing
some programming," Young
said. In addition, the center
has emphasis weeks, poetry
readings, receptions, meetings
to encourage African-American
student organizations and a
Wall ofFamo~.
"Through cultural type
planning, students can learn
about other cultures and
contributions made," he said.
The Center is located on the
first floor of the Currie Center.
Operating hours are Monday
through Friday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
and on weekends when special
events are planned
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Local station Fraternity rush begins Monday
broadcasting
African series
By j ENNIFER STEWART

ASsisTANT CoLUCE llF£ EDtTOtt

STAFF RE~T

Once again it is time for
fraternity rush a t Murray
State University.
Rush, which will begin
Monday and run through Feb.
13, is a time for rushees to get
to know a chapter before
making a decision about
entering the Greek system,

MUSIC

Murray State University's
public radio station, 91.3 FM
WKMS, is broadcasting a 26week music series exploring
African-American sacred
music and its influence on
American life.
The series is titled "Wade
in the Water." The hour-long
programs began Jan. 9 and
will run each Sunday at 8:30
a.m. until July 3.
•wade in the Water"
documents the history of
African-Americans through
song and music, storytelling
and historical analysis. The
historical perspective spans
a period of 200 years
beginning with the arrival
of African-Americans on
American shores.
The series also focuses on
leading composers, lyricists
and musical traditions
including lined hymns,
quartets and gospels.

"Wade in the Water" was
originated and is hosted by
Bernice Johnson Reagon,
Ph.D., a curator of the
Division of Community Life
at
the
Smithsonian
Institution
National
Museum of American
History. Reagon is founder
and director of the vocal
ensemble Sweet Honey in
the Rock.
The
series includes
performances by masters
such as The Fisk Jubilee
Singers, the Golden Gate
Quartet, James Cleveland,
The Soul Stirrers and others.
"Wade in the Water" is
meant to be a creative
expression of a culture, a
communal voice, an oral
history, a messenger, an
image, an instrument of
change and a source of pride
and identity.

point average can pledge a
fraternity, he said.
"Each fraternity holds its
own individual events during
rush that range from movies
and pizza to frozen turkey
bowling," he said.
The lnterfraternity Council
will
host the
annual
•Hotdogger" at 7:30 p.m.
Monday in the T'Room.
Those in rush can obtain a

schedule events and other
materials at sign-up, he said.
RUJh sign-up will continue
through Sunday in the Currie
Centm' Ballroom from 6-7 p.m.
•Fraternities are here as a
tool for creating lifelong
friendships and ties to the
community," he said. "We're
here to found relationships
between ourselves and our
community."

MSU hosts 'Meil de Ayota' concert
STAFF RsooltT

Murray State University will
host "Meil de Ayote," a Costa
Rican folk music performance
at 7:30 p.m., Wednesday that
is free and open to the public
in Robert E. Johnson Theatre
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
•Meil de Ayote," which
translates to "Squash Honey,"
will feature eight students
from the Technological
Institute of Costa Rica
performing folk music of their
country
on
traditional
instruments.
Marcie Johnson, director of
the Center of International
Programs, said MSU h as a
partnership exchange with the
students and faculty at the

Tech nological Institu te of
Costa Rica.
"It's the oldest partnership
exchange that Murray State
has," she said.
The Costa' Rican government
was willing to pay the
stu dents' airfare if Mu rray
State would host •Meil de
Ayote." The government
agreed to cover travel expenses
becau se the trip not only
promotes
exchange
opportunities, but allows the
students to observe campus life
and see the United States.
The group was founded in
1985 by Professor Rodrigo
Salazar, a folklore musician in
Costa Rica who traina students
to "nurture their heritage that
would otherwise be lost."

The students range in age
from 20 to 24 and, rather than
being music majors, are
engineering students.
Johnson said the group was
formed with the purpose of
rescuing and promoting
folkloric and indigenous music.
During their performance,
the students will play the
marimba, tuba, guitar,
ukulele, acoustic bass, manaca
and flutes.
"We hope that this has an
attraction for students and
faculty at Munay State who
are interested in the Spanish
language and the people of the
communtiy who have an
interest in folk music," she
said.
While the Costa Rican

students are here, Murray
State students who are
proficient in Spanish will guide
them around campus and
town.
In addition
to
performing "Meil de Ayote,"
the students will perform for a
music class at Robertson
Elementary School and will
visit Spanish classes at
Calloway County and Murray
High Schools.
They will also be interacting
with the music fraternities and
sororities on campus. As guests
of the University, the students
will attend the MSU vs.
Morehead State University
basketball game Monday.
"We hope to show them local
hospitality and American
campus life," Johnson said.

Alpha Delta Pi

T.J.'S
Bar

wishes good luck
to all sororities

Good Food At Reasonable
And Check Out Our
Weekly Special.

during rush!

Barbecued Rlb3, PJah,
Cblcken,Countty Ham, a:
Homemade Desserts

7530045

806 Chestnut

said Michael Delaney, rush
chairman.
Delaney said now is a good
time to pledge a fraternity
be~ause 'Mu r ray State's
chapters are getting more and
more involved in the
community.
Any male student can
participate in rush activities,
bu t only men carrying 12
credit h ours and a 2.2 grade
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Colescott exhibition on display
at Eagle Gallery until Feb. 15
STAFF REPORT

Who would have thought
that satire would be considered
art?
Well,
Murray
State
University's Eagle Gallery is
featuring the "Warrington
Colescott Retrospective." This
exhibit of silk screen and
etching prints represents four
decades of artist Warrington
Colescott's work.
Albert Sperath, director of
the University galleries, said
Colescott's works are derived
from political events and
special events in printmaking
that he has recreated in a
humorous and often satirical
fashion.
"I
heard
from
an
acquaintance that Colescott's
exhibit was on the road and
was getting good reviews so I
inquired aboutd' it," said
Sperath.
He said the University's
standing committee approved
the booking of the exhibit and
Murray State was put on the
schedule.
Colescott attended the
University of California at
Berkeley where he majored in
art. He made his satirical
beginnings
there
by
contributing to campus

LSAT,

MCAT

NCLEX

Businesses on hand Monday
for annual Summer Job Fair

/

By MAGGIE CARTER
STAFF WRITER

For those students looking
for a way to earn extra
money this summer while
adding diversity and career
experience to their resumes,
there will be a Summer Job
Fair from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
Martha
Pitman,
coordinator of the Summer
Job Fair, said local and
statewide
camps
and
companies, as well as oncampus representatives will
be looking for summer
employees during the Fair.
Pitman said the Summer
Job Fair is open all day, even
through lunch.
She said it is for all
students interested in
summer job employment, as
well as possible internships.
"Right now we have 20plus camps committed to
come," Pitman ·~nid.
Pitman said all the camps,
companies and on-campus
representatives are looking
for summer employees and
will hire a number of MSU
students.

Melissa Farnum/Staff
Becky Glasscock, senior" fr"om Martinsville, Ind., views the
War"r"ington Colescott Retrospective exhibition located in Eagle
Gallery.

publications by drawing
political cartoons and writing
comic pieces.
Colescott's first prints were
not made until1947 while he
was teaching in Southern
California. He then moved to
Wisconsin to teach at the
University of Wisconsin at
Madison. Here Colescott
became more interested in
printmaking and seriography.
These works were exhibited
at various shows in New York

City. In addition, Colescott
worked with distinguished
etcher Anthony Gross at the
Slade School of Art in London.
Colescott's prints have
maintained an international
reputation for nearly 30 years.
He is now represented in most
major public collections of
prints, including the Museum
of Modem Art in New York,
the Chicago Art Institute, the
Philadelphia Museum of Art
and many others.

"There will be jobs
available." Pitman said.
"so its just a matter of
students coming to
explore the
opportunities that are
here."

Martha Pitman
Job Fair Coordinator
She said a list of those
planning to attend will be
posted by Monday on bulletin
boards around campus.
Ross Meloan, director of
cooperative educatio~ and
placement, said all students
should come for
an
opportunity not only in
summer employment, but
experience in a certain field.
He said every student must
add diversity to his resume
in order to be a step ahead.
"You've got to he a jack-ofall-trades and basically a
master of all trades too,"
Meloan said.
He said research shows
that chief executive officers
and Fortune 500 companies

We'veAp
More liege _rsteps
.......
e Pizza livery
People mbined.

The m ost
complete arsenal
of test prep
tools in the world.

u

Call now:

Dr. Jerry Hinton
&: Assoc., Inc.
Paducah,KY
42001
(502) 442-1403

KAPLAN Rules

...

'

Don't throw
your money

away.
Advertise in
the

are looking for students who
have had prior careerrelated experience.
He said no student at
Murray
State
should
overlook the importance of
gaining experience tb.I;ough
an internship or pract.icum.
"While it may not permit
you to go home over the
summer and be with your
friends" Meloan said, "let's
face it, you're out there to get
a competitive edge and that's
what U!e Summer Job Fair is
all about."
He said MSU students are
extremely competitive and
are head and shoulders above
students
from
many
surrounding institutions.
He said for this reason, the
businesses keep coming back
to MSU.
Meloan ,.said
information on resumes is
100% essential.
Meloan encourages all
Murray State students to
attend the fair.
"Come." Meloan said. WWe
need people to be there,
because if they don't show
these companies say 'why
should we return?' and then
we have a problem."

0
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,

.. :.: . . .
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Though college students are known for the staggering amount!; of pizza they consume, no
pizza place in town can compare with the number of doorsteps The Courier,Journal has
appeared on at college campuses. For 125 years, we've delivered Pulitzer Prize,winning
news, sports and f~ture stories from around the state and around the world.
Now, as a s~ecial offer to ~ollege students, you can get The Courier,journal
delivered to your door for 33% off our regular subscription price.
To subscribe, simply call 1,8QQ,866,2211.

It's an offer you can't close your door on.
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Dean of libraries spe.n ds t wo months ·teaching,
experiencing Chinese cultures, lifestyles
BY PAMELA

R.

DIXON

SENI~ STAFF WRJTtR

Culture has always been
important to Coy Harmon. In
college, the dean of libraries
focused on Oriental studies.
Lut~m~r~n~tto

use his previous knowledge
during a two-month trip to
Yunan Normal University in
Knnming, China.
Harmon said Yunan Normal
and Murray State University
have a long standing
relationship.
•MSU started an exchange
program with Yunan Normal
in 1987. There have been 10 or
12 members of the Yunan

Normal
University
staff here
since the
program
began," he
said. •About
10 members of our
faculty have
HARMON
visited
China in the past few years.
"'Yunan Normal was offering
special programs to Chinese
adults in agriculture and
mechanical engineering," he
said. "There was a need for
English speaking professors to
present short courses on the
English language."

Harmon said the trip was an
He said there is an
opportunity for him to renew abundance of historical
his abilities with the Chinese symbolism in the buildings in
language.
the city ofDali.
"If you don't use the
Harmon said his living
language for a while you have arrangements in China were
to familiarize yourself with it slightly different.
again," he said. "I found it
"I lived in a small apartment
came back quickly the more I near the campus," he said. •rn
used it."
China the place you live is
In addition to teaching, assigned by where you work."
Harmon visited many sites in
Harmon said another
the cities of Knnming and Dali, intriguing aspect of China is
located 10 miles from the number of different
Kunming.
minorities there.
•r went exploring through "There are over 26 national
many caves and caverns. I also minorities that live in the
went to Western Hills, nearby Yunan province," Harmon said.
mountains where temples were
•Jn the different regions, the
located," Harmon said.
clothing, foods and customs are

The sisters of

very different," he said. ~ot
everyone in China speaks
Chinese, although there are
many that do."
Harmon said China is
currently in a transition
between two typea of currency.
•Right now there are two
types of currency in China," he
said, "There is Ren Min Bi (the
people's money} and foreign
exchange certificates," Harmon
said. •The foreign money
certificates are how most
tourists pay for the tb.inp they
buy.
"People can try to earn more
money now. People in China
are starting their own little
shops and stalls everywhere,•

he said. •Many sell goods to
tourilts in the afternoon or at
nigh~ after working other jobs
duriag the day. They have
itema such as cosmetics,
tootbpute and soap.•
Harmon aaid construction is
a growiDg industry in China.
-r:bere are a lot of families in
China and the need for
adequate living space is always
growiag. Several hotels built in
the ttyle of hotels in the US
· are also being built,• Harmon
said.
Harmon said the changes
taking place make China an
interesting place to visit.
"I hope someday to take a
sabbatical back,• Harmon said.

.
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Sigma SigiDa Sigma
wish all sororities
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and rushees
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It's almost.:o~~r, .
but the fun
Saturday, Feb. 5
has j~st
Semng Mrlican Food &DeJi SandwiChes from 11 a.m.-11 p.m. begu·n!·· ·
·:>:

-

'•'

•••

Two LoClltlons To Serve You

:

16th at Chestnut • Five Points
(502) 759-1529

and
507 S. 12th • 641 South
(502) 753-4462

m

Advertise in The Murray
. State News TODAY!
•••••• Call 762-4478 ••••••
~

FRATERNITY

FORU
Make New Friends
at the Fraternity Forum
Monday, Feb. 7
7 p. m.
T -Room (Curri·s Center)
Anyone interested in participating in IFC Rush should attend this event.

Questions? 762-3288
-;_r
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MSU Wind Ensemble
'· performing' today at .,_
Louisville conference
,;·
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COLLEGE LIFE

'Heir to Norman Rockwell'
opens world-class collection

.......

from educators throughout
the state,,. he said.
The ' four-day
event
,Murray State University's:. involves
instrumental and,.
· Symphonic Wind Ensemble vocal music teachers in the'
will be the feature collegiate state and features concerts,
ensemble at this year's clinics, meetings. guest
Kentucky Music Educato~f!. >artish . and e:~t.hibits by"
State
Conference
m · leading
music ·'·
Louisville.
manufacturerS.
The pe~formance, held
The concert opens with the
tod~y ::, 1n
downtown , old "sct"eamer " "Rolling,
Louisvil~e. will b~ a · Thunder," by Heriry Fillmore
challengmg and umque and features the entire low
progJ:am~ accordfug to Dennis brass section.
· L ; Job.ria?.n, directOr pfl:ulnd$ ' •These very, fast :circ;:1,18
and orchestra and conductor marChes are usually ~rved
:of the wind ensemble, said.
for the end of a concert or as
"This, is indeed quite an an encore," Johnson said,
•honor," John~on $ai~. "We 14but we!re·· gomg to .hit the:tri,~
are th~ only collegiate with it-right away."
·. ·
instrumental ensemble to be
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, MSU .
scleet.e<;
president, said Murray State
"I .thi,ilk this speaks. , is ho!lox-~d t~ ~c~ept the.,
volume-s about the high" invitation which represents·
regard ' for the music an opportunity' ~ showcase
departm.eJlt at Murray State . MSU student talent.
STAFF R£PORT

an

...

•'

STAFF
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One of America's leading realist painters
visited Murray State University Thursday
night to help the National Scouting
Museum celebrate the lOOth anniversary
of Norman Rockwell's birth.
The exhibition of Csatari's and
Rockwell's works, titled "'Celebrating
America: The Norman Rockwell Legacy;
opened Thursday at the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum.

Csatari, who has been called "the heir to
Norman Rockwell," is one of America's
leading realist painters.
Csatari opened the exhibit with a
lecture, and a birthday party was held in
honor of Rockwell, whose birthday was
Thursday.
Csatari's relationship with Rockwell
began as a boy. He spent many hours
copying Rockwell's famous "Saturday
Evening Post• covers. Later, as art
director of advertising for the Boy Scouts
of America, Csatari realized a dream by
actually working with the famous artist.

Csatari assisted Rockwell in creating
concepts for the annual Boy Scout
calendar painting, and in Rockwell's later
years, Csatari even contributed some of
the detail work to the paintings
themselves.
In 1976, Csatari inherited the Boy Scout
calendar commission from his idol. To this
day, he continues to create a painting for
the Boy Scouts annually.
Csatari's work has appeared in such
publications as "McCalla,, "Saturday
Evening Post,, "Field & Stream," "Outdoor
Life" and "Reader's Digest."
His oil painting of Gen. Douglas
McArthur and football players, titled
"'Spirit of Competition," hangs in the
National Collegiate Football Hall of Fame
in Cincinnati. He also designed and
painted two commemorative stamps for
the U.S. Postal Service, "Seeing for Me,, in
1979 and -rhe Gift of Self' in 1981.
Csatari signed prints of his Scout
calendar paintings, which were also for
sale.
The exhibition will be on display
through July 5.

.

Photo fumished by MSU News·Bureau

Joseph Csatari visited Murray State
Thursday to celebrate the anniversary of
Norman Rockwell's birth.

For Valentine's Day...

Send Her
Your Heart
Care Of Our Lovebirds
or a special piece of our authentic Indian Jewelry.

Casa del Sol

11 00 Chestnut
c•~

<•:>
"Gifts Of Distinction From The Southwest"

GIVE HER A "KISS" FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY
Baby Kiss in Sterling Silver........................ $19.95

Come in and see our many great values

J. T. Lee, Jeweler
Dixieland Center
759-1141

Monday-Friday
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

MARK

NEIL

PARK

Interested in being in the Beta class of Founding Fathers?
'
Alpha Sigma Phi is looking for gentlemen of honor
and integrity who share our desire to form a new fraternity based upon brotherhood and mutual respect. Many leadership and officer positions are still available.

Call Mike Crisp (753-9174), Jason Barnett (762-2945), or Monti Collins (753-9685)
·
for information and rus~ calendar.
1
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Edgar reaches 50-win mark
BY jEFF DREWS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The Murray State Racers
managed to stay undefeated at
home against conference
opponents after a dog fight
with Southeast Missouri State.
Although the Racers (15-4)
had their eight game win
streak snapped recently
against Austin Peay, they
came out ready to start a new
win streak.
But SEMO refused to lie
down and let the Racers run
over them without a fight.
Fortunately, MSU had Marcus
Brown.
Brown poured in 20 points
and grabbed seven rebounds in
the Racers 81-74 win.
He scored 10 of the Racers
finall3 points and finished the
night with a monster throw
down to ensure the teetering
Racers of a victory.
"I don't want to have to do it
every night," said Brown, a
sophomore
from
West
Memphis, Ark. "We have ...
whole lot of weapons.
Unfortunately, we didn't have
all of it clicking tonight."
But this win was not an
ordinary win.
This win was head coach
Scott Edgar's 50th win at
MSU. More impressive is the
fact be reached this pJnteau
faster than any other MSU
basketball coach.
"I think what this tells us is
we made the right choice when
we hired him," said MSU
athletic
director
Mik e
Strickland. "He is indeed
carrying Murray State
basketball to the next level."
Edgar was unaware of his
achievement until after the
game.
"1 didn't realize it until they
told me after the game," Edgar
said. •It's something I'm
probably going to sit back and
appreciate at a later date. My
concern was to get win number
eight last night."
Antoine Teague's defensive

Shirley Martin/Guest Photographer
Although NBA bound Carlos Roge rs scored 37 points against Murray St a te on Monday night,
MSU's defense was good enough t o m anage a commanding 92-76 victory. Senior center Antoine
Teague scored 16 of his own points t o once again rise to the Rogers challenge. O n W ednesday
against SEMO he tied the one-game block record that he set himself last season.

play helped give his coach the
milestone win. His nine blocks
tied his own r ecor d and
intimidated SEMO shooters all
night.
"Antoine Teague gave us a
phenomenal effor t," Edgar
said. "'t was probably Teague's
best game as a MSU Racer.
Another contributor wa s
Lawrence Bussell. H is six
offensive rebounds, nine points
and all around defensive play
h elped t h e Racers maintain
their lead down the stretch.
The Ra cer s opened up t h e
game sluggishly. Turnovers
(13 in the first half) piled up as
if the Racers were running a
bakery.
But Edgar was not worried.
"Bask etball wise, I wa s not
disappointed in our play until
the last four minutes," Edgar

said.
The frustration was evident
on senior Antwan Hoard's face.
The senior waved his arms in
disgust as the ball rolled out of
bounds.
But in the second half, a
more intense Racer squad took
the floor.
Senior Cedric Gumm gave
the Racers the leadership they
missed in the frrst half as he
yelled at senior Mike .fames to
grab the ball after he deflected
it and watched it sail out of
bounds.
James responded on the
ensuing play with a steal.
Gumm also lead by e~ample .
His eight rebounds, six steals
and 34 minutes played were
team highs.
"I have confidence in my
guards" Edgar said. "It didn't

surprise me in the things that
be did."
Leading by as many as nine,
the Racers watched SEMO
erase the lead and tie the
game at 59-59 with 9:49
remaining.
But Brown worked his magic
one last time to keep his team
ahead for good.
Overall, the week went well
for the Racers.
Even though the loss to
Austin
Peay
was
disappointing, the Racers were
in a position to win.
What if Marcus Brown had
not fouled out?
Two nights later the Racers
traveled to Nashville and
thumped rival Tennessee State
University 92-76.
Brown made up for lost time
w.ith 26 points in the win.

Shirley
Photographer
Senior Antwan Hoard once again finishes a fast brea k bucket for
the Race rs. Hoard has played a big role In the Race r's successful
transition style of play as we ll as ke ying t he pressure defense.

RACERS RECOGNIZED
The following four MSU basketball players have received
Ohio Valley Conference honors at least once this season:
• Marcus Brown

Player of the week (twice)

• William Moore

Newcomer of the week

• Marcus Jones

Newcomer of the week

• Vincent Rainey

Rookie of the week

Source: MSU NEWS RESEARCH

NOLAN B. PATTON/Graphics Designer

Cadwell never stops driving
Two-sport star always drives, either on
the ·hardwood or on the links
after his players."

Bv Scon NANNEY

"I'll just say that basketball is my favorite during the
Cadwell feels that the
Between the demands of two winter, while golf is in the springtime."
women's basketball program
sports and tackling an 18-hour
will prosper with the addition
semester, Rechelle Cadwell
Rechelle Cadwell of Fields.
AssiSTANT SPOitTS EDITOR

has little time for anything
else.
Cadwell,
junior from
Marshall County, is majoring
in special education as well as
trying to keep pace with the
Lady Racer basketball team
and the Lady Racer golf squad.
After starting the fall
semester on the links with the
golf team, Cadwell made the
switch from the greens to the
hardwood as a captain of the
basketball team in early
November.
While all of this may sound a
bit much for a person to keep
up with, Cadwell insists that
it is not impossible.
"It hasn't been too difficult so
far, but this semester will be
kind of challenging because I
have 18 hours," Cadwell said.
Women's basketball coach
Eddie Fields backs up
Cadwell's claim by praising
her academic achievements.
•she is a tremendous
student," Fields said. "She has
found the time to balance both
academics and athletics."
In addition to playing
basketball, Cadwell also

Two-sport athlete

lettered in golf during h er
se n ior year at Marsh all
County.
Cadwell's golf interest was
nurtured by her family.
• My s t ep-da d and stepbrother are both avid golfers
and got m e inter ested in
playing," Cadwell said.
Since joining the golf team
for its inau gural season,
Cadwell has already made a
positive impact on the young
program and has impr essed
coach Velvet Milkman.
"She finished second on the
team," Milkman said. She is a
tremendous athlete."
While Cadwell enjoys both
sports, abe is now dedicated to
basketball.
Cadwell considers golf a
hobby, but tak es b oth more
seriously when t heir seasons
roll around.
"1 don't think
fair to call
one or the other my favorite, so
I'll just say that basketball is
my favorite during the winter
while go lf is m
the

it's

springtime," Cadwell said.
What Cadwell likes most
about playing sports are the
intangibles many athletes miss
when their competitive days
are no more.
"One of the most enjoyable
things for me is gaining good
friendships
with
my
teammates and with my
opposition," Cadwell said.
Cadwell has also had to
adjust to two new coaches.
At the end of last basketball
season, Lady Racer head coach
Kelly Breazeale stepped down
This made way for the men's
head assistant, Eddie Fields,
to become the new head coach.
While comparing the two
coaches, Cadwell said that the
biggest change is coaching
styles.
"They are both real good
coaches, but both have their
different ways of motivating
the team ," Cadwell said.
•coach Breazeale was more
laid back while coach Fields is
more of a shouter and gets

"Coach Fields has and will
do a good job with this
program," Cadwell said.
With the addition of the new
women's golf program, Cadwell
also had to adjust to caoch
Velvet Milkman.
Cadwell
praised
t he
University for hiring Milkman
and sees a bright future for the
program.
"I think that Murray State
made a good decision when
they hired coach Milkman,"
Cadwell said. "She is an
excellent
teacher
and
motivator and will have this
program at the top."
Cadwell's goal is to one day
become a teacher and a coach
herself.
"I hope that I will have the
opportunity to teach school
and coach either basketball or
golf," Cadwell said.
Because of her athletic
experience,
Cadwell
understands that life, like golf,
'bin sometimes be frustrating.
"Sports are a lot like life
because you are not always
going to win or be successful,"
Cadwell said.

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

Not only does Junior Rechelle Cadwell drive to the hole In her
time as a Racer basketball player, she alto drives to the greens
as a Racer aolfer suring t he fall and sprinaaolf season. Cadwell
leads the Lady Racer basketball team In assists, blocks steals
and total rebounds. In the 70-61 loss to Southeast Missouri
State University, Cadwell had t hree points, three r ebounds and
one assist. The Lady Racers face Eatte m Saturday.
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Cheesman rides high at Head-to-head battles
WKU equestrian meet
test ROTC members
place, advanced I.
Eric Dudley, first place, sixth place, beginner.
Murray State's equestrian team traveled to
Adina Szewzyk, second place, beginner.
Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green
Christa Willerton, third place, first place,
on Saturday Jan. 29 for its first intercollegiate beginner.
horse show of the spring semester.
Marshea Boaz, second place, intermadiate II;
The horse show consisted only of stock seat second place, intermediate I.
events. The team as a whole won the reserve
Kate Urness, fourth place, first place,
.
champion team award as well as the champion intermediate n.
team award.
Krista Decker, first place, first place,
Individually, the team placed as follows:
intermediate II.
Nick Cheesman, third place, second place,
Suzy Wilson, first place, sixth place, beginner.
pattern; third place,fourth place, open. He was
Jennifer Oliver, fourth place, intermediate I.
also high point rider.
Jessica Karkoff, sixth place, third place,
Jennifer Thorpe, third place, beginner.
intermediate I.
Misty Rehkop, second place, third place,
Karol Wolff, second place, advanced II; fifth
place, pattern; first place, open.
advanced!.'
Bethany Edwards, third place, sixth place,
Staci Foy, third place, advanced II.
The equestrian team's next intercollegiate
advanced II.
Ronna Gill, third place, fifth place, advanced horse show will be March 4 - 6 at Middle
II.
Tennessee State University in Murphreesboro,
Krista Newell, sixth place, advanced II; fourth Tenn.

STAFF REPORT

Mon - Thurs
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

STAFF REPORT

We get more doM before 6 a.m. than most
people get done all day.
While most of the campus dreams, or, at
worst, reaches for the collective snooze button
in a severe fog, members of Murray State
University's ROTC program are already
training in the morning's genuine fog.
Eleven of these cadets hope this discipline
is enough to push them past three other ROTC
programs in a test of mental and physical skill
and endurance.
Saturday's head to head Ranger
competition pits Murray State against
Austin Peay, Western Kentucky and the
University of Tennessee at Martin.
The Ranger Challenge has been a varsity
sport for ROTC participants nationwide since
1952. Murray is hosting the competition for

Hours:
6 a.m. - 10 p.m.
6 a.m. - 8 p.m.
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
12 p.m. - 6 p.m.

would like to wish
Scott Edgar and the Racers
. a succesful season!

Lifecycles Step Machines
Selectorized Weight Machines Free Weights
Shower Rooms
Lockers
Semester Rates Low Month! y Rates
Aerobic Classes
NO Contracts or Initiation Fees
Karate Classes

Qualified Instructors Always On Duty

Go Racers!

Aerobics Schedule
Mon-Wed -Fri 6 a.m. Step
Mon 5:30 p.m. Step Im
Tues 5:30 p.m. Step
Wed 5 p.m. Abs. 5:30p.m. Step
Thurs 5:30p.m. Step.
Friday 2:30 p.m. Abs. 3 p.m. Step

the second straight year.
Capt. Dexter Henson said there will be five
events that competitors will participate in.
"We'll start with the PI' test. It includes a
two-mile run and then two minutes of push
ups and two minutes of sit ups," Henson said.
The PT test is followed by the one rope
bridge, marksmanship, land navigation and
squad tactics.
"The rope bridge sees how fast you can '
complete it without losing equipment and
personnel. Land navigation is a point-to-point
competition behind Purdom Motors. It's
orienteering," Henson said. "Squad tactics
involve patrolling, offensive and defensive
operations."
MSU's team is coached by Sgt. 1st Class
Perry Buchanan. Murray's ROTC instructors
will judge the competition.

1510 Chestnut Street
_
753 7283

Proudly
presents

•

HART DELI

live in concert in
Racer Arena

No time to spare?

Saturday, Feb. 12

We can help.

Tickets are on sale in the SGA office
$7Students
$11 General Public

Hart Deli, Fast Track, and Pony Express
specialize in quick meals for the student ?n
the go. Whether you're on the run between
classes or just don't feel like a sit down meal,
Food Servic·e s can help you save a little time.

RACER
FOOD
service

for more information,

Call: 762-6951

.,.,~
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RACER OF
THE WEEK
Beth Herzman, senior
from North Haven, Conn.
has been selected as .
Racer of the Week.
The
Racer
Rifler
recently
earned
top
individual
smallbore
HERZMAN honors in
the Roger Withrow
Invitational.
Herzman compiled 1174
points out of a possible
1200. The smallbore
competition is a threeposition event; standing,
kneeling and prone.
The All-American will
play a big part of any
success she and her
Racer teammates can
hope to have in the
conference championships
they host from Feb. 12-13.

NCAA spurred to
.action at San
Antonio Convention~·

HANDS OFF

,.·

BY MATT PEREBOOM
Sports Editor

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

The Lady Racer's have struggled this season but have been competitive in most games. The
women have lost nine games straight Including Wednesday night's loss to Southeast Missouri
State in Racer Arena. They hope to stop the skid on Saturday night when they host Eastern
Kentucky. Monday's action will pit the Lady Racers against Morehead State who they defeated
earlier in the year 73-70. Jennifer Parker leads the team in scoring with an average of 22
points a game. Fellow senior, Melissa Shelton, tops the team In Ohio Valley Conference
rebounding and became the women's all-time three-point shooter earlier In the season.

A
~

n

The NCAA held its 88th
annual convention in San
Antonio, Texas Jan. 8-12. The
convention, attended by
university presidents and
athletic administrators, is
when the association passes its
legislation.
This year's meeting was
highlighted by a threatened
boycott if men's basketba 11
programs were not allowed to
increase their number of
scholarships from 13 to 14. The
legislation was voted down and
the Black College Association
planned some form of
response, but postponed any
action when a federal mediator
was named.
Murray State University's
athletic
director, Mike
Strickland, attended the
convention with President
Ronald J. Kurth.
Strickland
said
the
convention's legislation was
limited mainly to recruiting
regulations. Two high proflle

pieces of legislation affecte·d
basketball.
.
.•
~ basketball starting date
(first official practice) has been
moved back to Oct. 15 (from
Nov. 1) and college basketball
players now have the chance'to
declare for the NBA draft
without losing their elgibility,"
Strickland said.
~

The intent of the rule is to
permit a student-athlete in
basketball to enter a
professional league's dra;ft
without jeopardizing eligibilitY._
in that sport, provided the
student-athlete declares his o~
her intention to resume
intercollegiate basketball
participation within 30 days
after the draft.
1

There were also proposals to
decrease Division 1-AA football
scholarships to either 55 or 45.
Both were voted down. Schools
can still provide 63 football
scholarships.
President Kurth abstained in
both the basketball and
football scholarship votes.

Thanks to
Student Affairs
for an exciting and
successful retreat!
Love,
The sisters of
AI ha Delta PI

t

tp~f·~
Mon.Feb.7

IFC Hot Dogger

Thes. Feb 8

Pizza at the
AT.Q House

.Wed. Feb. 9

8:00pm10:00 pm

tf)

Skating with the
10:10pmTaus at Circus Skate 12:10 am

Thurs. Feb. 10 Sumo Wrestling
at the AT.Q House

Jil'r~s~1\0
~~ s

yo s~

7:00pm?

Taco John's Food

Fri. Feb. 11

Sat. Feb. 12

Casino Night
at the AT.Q House
Smoker

(Rides wiU be provided)

Coat and Tie -- Invitation only

Sun.Feb.13

Sports Sunday
atAT.Q House

8:00 pin?

12:00 pm2:00pm
1:00pm4:00pm

......................................................................•..................•....
..
..
..
!

LUNCH FOR TWO

:

!

I - 14" LAROE, 1TOPPlNO
+ 2 CANS OF COKE
DIE'r COKE OR SPRITE

!

: $

8

.95+T"'

DINNER FOR TWO

.

1 - 14" LAROE
+OIEESB STICKS

:
:

$

9

.95 +T"

!

.
!
:
:

SNACKS FOR TWO :
1- 10" PI2'.ZA
1TOPPINO
+BREAD STICKS

.
!

l $ 7 .95 +Tax l

..
..
.
·...................... .••...••..••..•.•..••.•...•.••.......... ...........•.................

,.

,: AdditionafToppings $ .95 each
: Not Valid With Arly Oltler Coupon
~

\

AdcltlonaiTops:ings $.95 each

:

Not Vald ~ Air( Other Coupon :

~

AdcllonafTopplngs S.95eadl:
Not Valid Wlth Any Other~ :
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Dear Mr. Beebe, Please allow regular season to mean something
Dear Mr. Beeb e, I realize you have
been busy recently with all the regal
duties that aCcompany the title of

:

: In .

ovc

'h

· My

·

· Opinion

commissioner.
Most notably,
the public
reprimand you
handed our very
own Scott
Edga r for his
involvement, or
lack of
involvement, in
the infamous
Marcus Jon es/
TSU
ch eerleader
altercation. I
appreciate your

desire to keep players, who are not in
the game, off the court. This is a rule
written to protect players and the
integrity of the game. Your reprimand
ofEdgar is in the best interest of our
beloved conference. I can't say the
same thing for selecting a "neutral"
spot for the postseason tournament.
Last year's Lexington tourney lost
money and lacked the excitement an
OVC championship should generate.
UK fans would rather sit at home and
watch the Rick Pitino Sh ow than
see Marcus Brown sky over Carlos
Rogers for a Rupp shaking two points.
Granted, this is their loss, but that
doesn't change the gate receipts.
This year's choice, Nashville, ia a
great place for a generic OVC
crowning. Nothing like a few

Vanderbilt fans wandering in for a .
look-see.
Maybe Nashville ensures that a
better proportion of fans throughout
the conference will be represented.
Let's face it Mr. Beebe, m ost fans
making this trip will be season ticket
holders with the $85 a night for the
Holiday Inn.
Mr. Beebe you may argue that it
offers the conference a chance to
send two teams to the NCAA
tournament. Come on, TSU's shelling
at the hands of Seton Hall did not do
much to sell this idea. Yeah, I
remember Middle and P eay both
going, but the fact that the OVC i.s
not considered one of the top 10
conferences in the country, does not
do much to back this theory.

Consider that the strongest 10 will
send an average of four schools to the
tournament of 64. Add in the other
schools who enjoy the automatic bid.
You do the math.
Mr. Commissioner, you know like
every other OVC fan, that any team
in the conference can beat another on
a given night. But this does not mean
the winner is the best team; only the
best team on that night.
The team who ia the best on 16
different nights in January and
February should reap the rewards.
They should be able to stay home for
the postseason festivities. The team
and their fans earn it and deserve it
for a season well done. I can't think
this could be bad for the conference.
It's for the good of the OVC that it

send the beet team. In an eft'ort to
promote thiJ, hosting honor should
go to regular season champs. To the

uictor go the apoil8.
Maybe this adds to the logistical
problems of the champio111hip. But I
don't believe Clark.sville, Richmond or
even TSU and its Howard Gentry
Complex would mind making a few
last minute adjustments. rm pretty
certain ESPN's production crew has
an atlas with more than just
Nashville on it.
I freely admit that my inspiration to
pen this i.s more than altruistic, but
more than a few of the arguments are
sound. If nothing else, MSU is
proving that the OVC championship
goes through Murray this season and I believe it really should.
-

Congratulationsrt~lpha

Get ready for agreat meal!
1.

. Executi[ ~Council

Noble Rt1.lel;:~;ihmmy Wray

Big Mac Meal

v.bf~.R~·~;~~~
--~~~,
~~-keske

2. Two ·cheeseburgers

.:

3.

Quarter Pounder w/ Cheese Meal

4.

Me Chicken Meal

5.

Me Grilled Chicken Meal

6.

Double Quarter Pounder
w/ Cheese Meal
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Breakfast served 7-11 a.m.
Saturday and Sunday.

~.,_.__.,..,..

V.N.R. Alumni Relation s -Ju stin Downs

Congratu{ations to
ci>MA antfLAI
on another successju{
Campus Liglits I \
1

l " )

n

t-c _.,.,

I

c:lffpha !Deft a fPi

ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND CO.

.ADM

.,

I o•

(YI/ie !Fraternity of :J{onest ![riendsliip
Monday,Feb. 7

4-6p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 8

lOp.m.

\Vednesday,Feb.9

8-lOp.m.

Thursday,Feb.lO

7-9p.m.

Friday,Feb.ll

5-7 p .m.

Saturday,Feb.12

lp.m.-?

Sunday,Feb.13

5-7 p.m.

Will BE IECRUrrJNG
AG ECON • AG BUS MAJOIS

II

I.F.C.Hotdogger
Cutchin Field
LIVE BAND from Hollywood"The Shakes"
AXA House-All girls welcome
Fun&Games
Curris CenterGameroom
Pie&Coffee
AXA House (casu~l wear)
T.J.'sBar-B-QCookout
AXA House
All Sports Day
.AXA House
Smoker •By invitation only•
(Semi-Formal Attire)

THURSDAY, FlRU.AaY 17, 1994
FOR lHE POSmON OF:

GRAIN MERCHANDISER

•'
1
'

Imagine an environment where a dozen people are
t.llklng at once, phones are ringing const.lndy, and you're
carrying on three simultaneous conversations. If you're me sort
of person
who can thrive In such an environment, let us welcome you to
the world of grain trading, where you'll spend much of your day
on the telephone, t.llklng with elevator managers, buying and
selling cash grain, and arranging for me transportation of grain.
During this 6·1 0 month training program, you'll spend
time at our Decatur headquarters, a processing plant, our traffic
and transportation department, a country elevator, a river
tennlnal, our accountJng department, and on the floor of the
Chicago Board or Trade. AfteJWards, you'll t.lke a trading
position In either our grain division or our processing division.
Advancement opportunities are excellent: many ADM
managers, as well as the president of the grain division st.lrted as
merchandisers.

It's Where You Belong

La

Rush
da Chi Alpha

Any Questions? Call Doug Bell at 759-4180 or Brandon Barnhill at 762· 2139

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT CENTER FOR DETAIU
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SPORTS

Riflers
earn 2nd
STAFF REPORT

The Murray State Rifle
team finished second at the
1994
Roger
Withrow
Invitational held Jan. 28-30 at
Stewart Stadium Rifle Range.
Alaska-Fairbanks took top
honors for the second straight
year with a total score of 6189.
Murray State's score of 6162
topped Kantucky's 6143 and
Tennessee Tech's 6114.
MSU is ranked eighth in the
nation, while UK and Tech are
fourth
and
seventh
respectively.
• "This year's event was a
tremendous success with 99
shooters being involved," said
Msu head coach Elvis Green.
"Our team has greatly
improved since the beginning
of the season. We took an offweekend to look at some new
techniques and focus on our
weaknesses. It looks like the
hard work is paying off."
Racer
shooter
Beth
Herzman walked away with
top individual smallbore
honors by shooting a 1174 out
of a possible 1200 on the .22
range. Smallbore competition
is a three-position event,
standing, kneeling and prone.
Murray also took second in
individual air rifle competition
with John Cline's 386, which
was only one point short of
first
place.
"We will now focus on
sectionals," said Green. "We
will try to hang on to our
strengths and work to improve
our weaknesses. We always
want to be on top at the
NCAA's, but when it's on your
~ange it means that much
---more."

21 athletes coJDJDit to
jiJcos
..JOin
.
Racer football; Nutt
Racers
labels crop 'tremen~ous'
-::.

~

\ :P· . .
SrmREPOAT

Of the out-of-state signees,
Sean Nolen, a 6-9, 176-pound
wide receiver at Memphis
White Haven High School and
B.J. Payne, 6-0, 260-pound
nose tackle from Massillon,
Ohio highlight the class. Nolen
has 4.6 speed in the 40 yard
dash and was an all-state
selection. Payne was a firstteam all-state picked by the
Associated Press in Ohio.
*I can't say enough about the
work of our coaching staff, the
faculty and our football players
during the recruiting process,"
Nutt said. "They all did a
super job selling Murray State
University."
Last Wednesday's signees
will join six student-athletes
who were already signed by
MSU are now enrolled in
spring classes and will
participate in spring practice.
.
"This is a tremendous class,"
Nutt said. "They always look
good on paper, but these kids
are all big. The coaching staff
had to look up to see them in
the eye. And our coaching staff
is pretty big. We average about
6-2."
"We feel real good about the
size. We got some beef in
here," Nutt said.

STAff REPORT

Murray State University's
RACER RECRUITS
football coaching staff inked 21
recruits on the Wednesday
The folowing Is a list of the 21 high school seniors who have
Feb. 2 national signing day.
signed national letters of Intent to play footbaU for the Racers
Head coach Houston Nutt
and his staff signed eight
next tal.
prospects from Kentucky,
Hometown
Poa.
Ht.
Wt.
Name
including four from Class A
power Fulton County, six
Hickman, Ky.
DE
Klri< Barnett
~
225
Gr~lle,AL
signees from Tennessee (five
225
LB
Alex Brox1on
~
Orlando, Fla.
285
OT
from Memphis), five from
Dan Brown
8-5
Gainesville,
Fla.
~
250
00
Judd
Carter
Florida and one player each
Hickman,
Ky.
180
T8
5-10
Steve
Cheira
from Arkansas and Ohio.
Memphis, Tenn.
c
8-0
250
Brian Cox
Nutt believea this year's
Hk;t(man, Ky.
227
LB
Mancell Elem
8-4
class will build on last years
Savannah, Tenn.
8-4
260
OT
Scott Evans
crop. MSU played 14 freshman
OWensboro, Ky.
205
M
Robin Handley
8-4
on its way to a 4-7 record in
Memphis, Tenn.
Sebastian Jackson 6-1
170
DB
Nutt's first season at the helm.
Memphis, Tenn.
FB
Mke Johnson
8-1
195
•This was what we needed,•
Russellville, Ark.
LB
Ronnie Merrill
8-2
225
Memphis, Tenn.
Nutt said. •This gives us two
175
Ytft
Sean Nolen
5-9
Massillon, Ohio
250
NT
8-0
B.J. Payne
classes back-to-hack. I like the
Paducah,
Ky.
245
LB
8-0
JavonRMd
size in this group and I like the
Danville,
Ky.
8-2
220
LB
Ryan
Truchel
geography. We got what we
Newport, Ky.
1E
6-6
230
Jim Sandfoss
wanted in Kentucky, we got
Memphis, Tenn.
LB
8-2
225
Kalvin
Smith
back in Memphis and we got
QB
Orlando, Fla.
190
Herman Taylor
6-0
back in Florida. And I like
Tallahassee, Fla.
8-1
215
LB
Chris Vaughn
that."
Hickman, Ky.
M
Jerome Warren
8-0
200
The four Fulton County
players, Mancell Elam. Jerome
Warren, Steve Cheirs and Kirk '
Barnett, were the heart of a
Fulton County teain that was
11-2.
The Racers .. also got a
commitm'ent from Javon Reed,
a 6-0, 245-pound linebacker
from regional power Paducah
considered one of the best wide the state, picked the Racers
Tilghman.
receivers in the state. Jim over Arkansas. Handley, who
Sandfoss,
a 6-6, 230-pound won the state title in high
The Kentucky signees were
tight
end
from Newport jump last year by clearing 6-8,
highlighted by linebacker
Central
Catholic
was a second- caught 22 passes for eight
Ryan Traschel of Danville, a
touchdowns at Owensboro. He
h
first-~am all-state selection tea.Dl:Jelecti.on.
and Robin Handley, a wide
Traschel, considered by picked the Racers over
receiver from Owensboro, many as the top linebacker in Louisville.

-

MSU football players are
enjoying the off-season but will
soon begin spring drills.
"We are going to have them
lift weights for another monthand- a- half before we start
practices," Nutt said.

. Head football coach
Houston Nutt and his staff
gained comxnitme~ts from
silt.junior college pl$.yers.. · ,
• Denick Atchley, 6-1, 230pound linebacker, Kilgore
Community College in
. Kiij:ore, Texas. Ateh.ley was
at( all-state . honorable
me~tion at Haleyville (Ala.)
High School. He was twice
named
all-conference
l.ineback.er at Kilgore.
•
8 Lamond D~ 5·11. 240-*
pound linebacker, Tyler.
(Texas) Community College.
A · two-year starter at
Chf1~l Hill High School .in

•TeUa, Dean waa tttst team

fin-state at lineback.8r.

8 Emmanuel Duvi.ella, 6-4,
250-pound
defensive
lineman,
Nassau
Oomm,unity ,Cqllege in

Gardlm City, N.Y.'

8 ~aul Gomez. 6-3. 280pound offensive lj.neman,
Ranger Community College
ili ·R.anget, Texas. Gomez''
was a thiee-year starter at
Devine (Texas) High School
and was named offensive
MVPinl993.
.. Mark Robinson, 6-3, Ja70pwnd offensive lineman,
Millford Academy. Millford,
Conn. Robinson, who will
have tour years of
' e~ty
.

• Michaei Ruppe;<o..'i , 28~

pound center, Georgia
Military
Academy
Milledgeville, Ga. Jle wa~
' s~le~d Georgi,a. ~Uitart.s
best-offensive· lineman in

1993.

CIASSIFIE:DS
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PERSONALS

Thanks Al:As for a great birthday at Apptebeesl You've
made the last one memorable.
Love, K.P.

FAYE'S would like to lnvtte all
sorority and fraternity pledges
to stop by and checkout our
GREEK merchandise. We
have a latge selection of caps,
stirts, ksychalns, bumperstick·
ers, banners, wood cutouts,
pens, pencils, buttons. jewelry.
paddles, large selection of
transfers, stationary, decals, In
stock Jackets, and many more
greek Items.

Tr&-l'm looking forward to hav·
lng an awesome big like you!
Your "Partner In South"
GROUPS&CLUB5-Eam$~

$125foryourself plus a GUARAN TEE OF $150-$300 foryour
Clubl Assist in managing a 5
day promotion on your cam·
pus. Years of proven success.
call1-800-950-1 037 extension
25.
Meena, Ellen, Heather-Hang
In there! You're doing great.
SlgmaSigmaSigmalssoproud
of our cheerleaders
A BIG thanks to Shannon
Stroud I You are doing a great
jobl Love, Your Alpha Gam
sisters
Godd Luck Cory as lzzyBI
That's Feb. 14-16at9:30a.m.
and noon?

Paige-Once agaln.....you were
wonderful In Campus Lights.
Love, Your sisters in Sigma
Sigma Sigma
FAYE'S CUSTOM EMBROIOERY Is proud of the repotatlon we have developed over
the last 8 years. All Greeks are
Important to us. We support
the entire greek system.
Erin & Marcy-Oon'tstressl You
both are doing a fabulous jobI
Love, your sisters In Alpha
Sigma Alpha

The Murray State
'

TRAVEL

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

To the Alpha Ganvna Delta Sptlng Break! ee.t Trips &
Prtoeal Bahamas Party Cruise
Rho Chl's-Your sisters miss
yool We wlllaee you Monday!, 6 Days $2791 Includes 12
Meals & 6 Free PatUesl PanLave, Your sisters
ama city Room With Kllchen8
MSU FACULTY~aye's CusDays $1191 Canc:un & Jatom Embroidery has the con·
maica From $4881 Daytona
tract to print all t ·atllrtaforMSU. $1491 KeyWeet~l Cocoa
Be sure to check with PUR- Beach $1591 1-800-678-6388
CHASING before placing an
SptlngBreakl PanamaCityl8
order. PURCHASING has
Days Ooeanvlew Room With
gotten you the best possible
Kitchen $1191 Walk To ee.t
price thnJ the bid process.
BarsI Includes Free Discount
Karen-How was that job and
Cerd-Save $50 On Cover
whipped cream? Love, know Charges! 1·800-678-6386
who

u

Cory and Tiffany-You two are
the best I'm always here tor
you both. Alpha Slg love and
mine, Kim
To the News peopi&--Sorry
about the Inches but Isn't that
sales team greet??ll
SM Mudball '941s commlng
soon. Are you ready to get
down and dirty?

News

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline.......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30a.m.
Closed on weekends and holidays

GREE I( S & CLU8S

-

EARN S50-$2SO
for YOURIILI

1.1> tp , . , ... VA"

'*"'

1bit fwldrail« CIOIIIIIOCJiiDc
IIIII IIIIa '*week.
Call DOW IDd recoM
ahe,ut.
l . . .lU-11211.1&. fl.

Rewarding Summer Jobs.
Areftghter, tour guide, dude
ranch, Instructor, hotel staff,+
volunteer and government
positions at l'l8llonai p8lt<s. Fun
WOfk. Excellent benefits +
bonueesl Formore delallscall:
(208) 545-4804 ext. N5538
SPRINGBREAK packages.
PROMOTE on campus or
SIGNUPNOWforrooma.$129
up. Daytona, Panama. Padre,
cancun, etc. Call CMI1-800-

"-23·5264
YMCA STORER CAMPS Is
seeldngfurHovlng folks tow011<
with kids ages 7·17: enthuslutlc, c:reatlve, child-oriented.
responsible, lifeguards, guitarIst, and horse experience especially welcomed. Intervlews
and lnfonnatloo available dur·
lng the Summer Job Fair Feb.
7. Questions? Call billy (517)
536-8607
Help stop the violence. Can't
we all just get along?

RATES
With MSU 10: 15¢ per word Without MSU 10: 20t per word
Over TWenty Words
With MSU 10: 1~ per word Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE!
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Cl•ulfteda oe.,.rtment,
Murray Statt Nflws

n.

Tell your someone special how
much you care in
10 words for only $11

Reserve your space in the
Feb. 11 issue today!
You must mention this ad

to receive the
Valentine's Day discount.
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• lrJTUUJAiiOtJAI EMPlOYtMtJT •
.,~

.... _

Talwu, _ . S. c-_
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...,ao,.n

...

JII'Wide • baard + olhu INnefiiL No
tead\lfta baclrpotulcl or Aaan lanpape

..........
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W-11~ at. J55ll

INDEX
P&R80NAL8
ROOMMATES
IUSlESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT

•Beach Bonfire Parties
nki Be41ch Bar/Volleyball
Sailboats, Jetskis & Para~ils
Karaoke Beach Party
A~ Discount Coupons

FOR8AI.£
HELI'WAHTEO
lOITI FOUND
RlOE8Mt8C.

NOTICE

2609 Unlveralty Station, Murray, Kentu'*Y <42071
OR bring It to Wilson Hall Rm. 111

SANDPIPER-BEACON
17403 flonl Buch llold

RESERVATIONS

Pai\IIN City e.ch, Fl 324 t l

1-800-488-8828

,

wishes the MSU, Racers
good luck agaiqs1 Eastern!
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PER PERSON
4 PERSON OCCUPANCY
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NEWS

REGENTS
Continued from Page 1
: counting on. The Council on
. Higher Education had request
: ed a 3 percent increase in
: funding next year and a 5 per: cent increase for the following
: year.
.. •we had built a budget
.: around the 3 and 5 percent
:'increase and now we have to
go back to the drawing board,"
~ said James Booth, provost and

vice president of academic and
student affairs.
Kurth said he would like to
reserve enough of the money to
give the faculty and staff a
raise.
"The faculty and staff
haven't had a raise since
1991," he said. "Even though
inflation has been moderate,
it's still there."
The Board's committee meeting~ will begin today at 3:30

·---------------------------------------------

~ FRATERNITY

berw.illd~otefourhourseach

Continued from Page 1
primary goal is to become a
part of and improve the entire
Greek society. He said the
chapter also hopes to create a
fraternal environment where
undergraduate men have an
opportunity to experience lifelong friendships.
Barnett said the fraternity
will become involved with community service work later this
semester. He said each mem-

month to tutoring or other volunteer jobs at Murray Middle
School this year.
The chapter's national philanthropic organization is
Canine Companions for
Independence, an organization
which trains dogs to help
Americans with disabilities.
Alpha Sigma Phi is currently
in the process of purchasing a
house close to campus. Barnett
said verbal confirmation will
be received by June.

VIOLENCE

SGA

Continued from Page 1
"It has to start within the
family," she said.•
Amy Morefield, sophomore
from Gilbertsville, said television and movies can be blamed
for some of the violence.
"Nothing is shocking anymore," she said. "Things on TV
today wouldn't have had a
chance in the '60s and '70s.
Today, somebody gets their
head cut off or their brains
blown out and we think it's
funny."
Morefield said she knows of
a gun shop in Paducah whose
business has picked up in the
last few weeks. Gun shops
throughout the area have been
busier than normal.
•The owner usually only
sells two or three guns a week,
but he sold 98 in one week and
would have sold more if he
hadn't run out," she said.
She said she has not gone to
Paducah since the shootings.

Continued from Page 1
Association President Brian
Van Horn informed senators of
the polytechnic school that
Gov. Brereton Jones proposed
be established in Paducah and
asserted Murray State's superior capability in founding such
an engineering program.
"I feel like the governor's
State of the Commonwealth
message conflicts with the
Higher Education Review
Commission in putting a polytechnic school 45 miles away
when the facilities are right
here at Murray State," Van
Hom said. "1 don't believe this
is a regional war. I think it is
simply a bad budget decision."
Also discussed by the
Student Senate was a proposal
to increase MSU housing and
dining fees by 3 percent for the
1994-1995 semester. Van Horn
read a list of previous years'
increases. Jim Baurer, director
of the Currie Center, said that
since the 1985-86 academic

Sunset Boulevard Music

Th e next issue before the
Senate was a propoeal to freeze
housmg increases for returning
on-campus residents. If passed,
students who have lived in the
residence halls for two years
will not have to pay housing
increases that are implemented after their second year of
residence.
Van Horn received verbal
consent fr om the senators to
support the proposal at the
Board meeting.
A uuijority of senators at the
meeting voted to support an
incentive proposal for dependents of Murray State faculty
and staff.
The recommendation offers a
$100 housing d.iscount to such
students. Baurer explained
that many of these students
live off campus "illegally."
though it is often overlooked by
University officials.
"The effort is to try to bring
them on campus so you don't
have that double standard/'
Baurer said.

the sisten ol

DIXIELAND CENTER N0.7 • CHESTNUT STREET
753·0113

Behind Papa John's Pizza

•1

year, the smallest increase in
housing fees has been near 5
percent, and the smallest rise
in food services, 3.5 percent.
Baurer said a cut of $703,000
has been proposed for next
year's budget. Without the
three percent, he said another
$180,000 would need to be cut.
Senate opinion was divided
on the issue of fee increases.
Jason Hawkins, student government graduate assistant,
said the increases may encourage students to shun residence
hall life.
"'You're giving the perception
... that it's making it less
expensive to move off campus,,.
he said. "It's making it more
and more inviting for people to
leave the residence halls and
food services."
Though no vote was taken,
Van Horn said he intends to
vote to reject the proposal as a
member of the Board. He said
he realizes some increases may
be necessary, and will recommend a 2 percent increase
instead.

on Anv C•aaette T•p• • •2 on Any Compact Disc
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would like to wish the
fraternities and sororities
a fun and successful rUsh!

CAR 8TEAEO SPECIALIST · CUSTOM INSTALlATION

..m:mmm-!DDI!II

It's a whole new ballgame!

Good Luck Racers!
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Ofer 100 Seleeted S¥es of Men s, Women 1&Children sShoes

All Warm-Ups,
Fleece, and Nylon
50% Off

Men&Womens
Canvas Tretorns ·
Special $19.99

Select From These Famous Name Brands:
Nike

Reebok
Converse

New Balance
Tretorn
Asics

Rockport
A didas
K-Swiss

DfNNISON - HUNT
SPORriNG GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

1203 Chestnut St.

Open: Monday- Saturday9a.m.- 6p.m.

753-8844

